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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Background 
The computation of compressible, separated, turbulent flows is integral to any 
method for predicting flight loads on complex aerospace vehicles. Current high-speed 
computational simulations generally make use of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations, 
in which the turbulent eddy viscosity is obtained by solving sets of algebraic or dif-
ferential equations. Unfortunately, these empirically-based "turbulence models" cannot 
accurately model all scales of turbulent motion. 
Alternatively, Direct Simulation (DS) methods attempt to resolve all scales of tur-
bulent motion by using sufficiently fine grids. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) schemes, 
conceived to calculate the large scales of motion and model the smaller turbulent struc-
tures, attempt to bridge the gap. Promising advances in turbulent research appear to be 
forthcoming as LES and DS methods mature. However, for complex geometry flowfields, 
both simulation methods require an overwhelming, impractical degree of grid refinement 
and computational effort, 1 mandating continued widespread use of turbulence models. 
Turbulence models are commonly developed and calibrated based on the experi-
mental analysis of two-dimensional How over "benchmark" configurations like Hat plates 
and single-element airfoils. Flat plate How provides an excellent standard for comparing 
computed boundary layer profiles and skin friction. Transonic airfoils introduce more 
complex physical phenomena such as shock-induced separation, a formidable challenge 
for most turbulence models.2- 3 
It appears that some researchers in both government and industry approach turbu-
lence calculations less than whole-heartedly. New turbulence models are implemented 
based on publications showing agreement (for limited specific cases) with experiment or 
other computations. At this point little, if any, investigation of actual turbulent pa-
rameters seems to be conducted before results proclaim to be based on a given model. 
Discrepancies are chalked up to turbulence model limitations - not to implementation 
2 
difficulties in the given numerical scheme or incompatible model/problem requirements. 
Wishful researchers continue to yearn for the day when the correct turbulent eddy vis-
cosity is provided by a magic "black-box". 
Application of turbulence models to complex flows is commonplace. Examples of 
complex flows include: 
1. merging shear layers 
2. wake/solid body interference 
3. shock/boundary layer interaction 
4. regions of high acceleration 
5. high angle of attack flows 
6. flows containing multiple walls in close proximity, e.g., 
(a) multi-element airfoils 
(b) the Space Shuttle launch vehicle 
(c) wing/body /pylon/nacelle configurations 
Despite widespread turbulence model use, a quantitative analysis of the turbulent eddy 
viscosity and its influence on the predicted loads remains obscure. It is critical to remem-
ber that the turbulent eddy viscosity is the final product of turbulence models, regardless 
of the order of the model. With that in mind, the work herein initiates a computational 
analysis to help clarify the aforementioned obscurity. 
Candidate Turbulence Models 
Modeling the viscous terms in the Navier-Stokes equations dictates the need for 
turbulence models. Models for both wall-bounded and wake flows exist. Difficulty in 
choosing a specific turbulence model stems from the fact that no single model can handle 
all physical flow situations. Depending on the order of the model equations, the flow 
conditions, and the problem geometry, a given turbulence model mayor may not yield 
results that compare favorably with experimental data. Additional turbulence model 
hurdles include implementation requirements for zero-, one-, and two-equation models in 
an overset grid scheme and detailed evaluation of model-specific variables. 
Detailed analysis of turbulent quantities is required in wall-bounded, separated, 
wake, and merging shear layer regions. Turbulence model differences in predicting the 
3 
turbulent eddy viscosity for complex flows and geometries can be quantified. Questions 
like: "What happens to the eddy viscosity when transitioning from a viscous wall to a 
wake?" and "How does the Pt profile change in merging shear layer regions?" can finally 
be addressed. Such in-depth squtiny provides physical insight to the code developer and 
end user (aerodynamicist). 
Zero-Equation Turbulence Model (Baldwin-Lomax) 
The Baldwin-Lomax4 model's satisfactory performance for simple, single body con-
figurations with regions of mild separation and reattachment has "established" its com-
mon utilization for complex, three-dimensional flows. An algebraic length scale based 
on the vorticity distribution eliminates the need to locate the outer edge of the bound-
ary layer. Model implementation is relatively straightforward for simple single body 
geometries. In addition, the algebraic equation set provides an eddy viscosity solution 
requiring little memory or computational expense. However, reliance on a length scale is 
awkward and unreliable in any profile containing multiple regions of high vorticity flow. 
The model has also been reported to underpredict the boundary layer thickness down-
stream of shocks in flows containing shock-induced separation.3 Refer to Appendix 1 for 
a detailed discussion of the Baldwin-Lomax wall and wake model formulations. 
One-Equation Turbulence Model (Baldwin-Barth) 
The recently published one-equation Baldwin-Barth models (based on a simplifica-
tion of the k-€ turbulence equations) was conceived to remove the length scale shortcom-
ings of algebraic models. Attached, separated, and merging shear layer flows are handled 
by using a robust, implicitly factored Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) algorithm to 
solve a field equation for the turbulence Reynolds number. The turbulence field equation 
is loosely coupled to the mean flow equations. The presence of convective terms allows 
upstream turbulence to influence the flow downstream, resulting in improved treatment 
for shock-induced separated regions. However, the solution of an additional field equa-
tion increases the computational expense and storage involved compared to zero-equation 
models. 
For a uniform flow, the production term in the standard k-€ equations will lead to a 
division by zero error. The Baldwin-Barth model uses a variable transformation to avoid 
these numerical difficulties. A complete description of the Baldwin-Barth one-equation 
4 
model may be found in Appendix 2. 
Two-Equation Turbulence Model (Launder-Spalding) 
The two-equation k-€ model presented by Launder-Spalding6 also removes reliance 
on an algebraic length scale. Two coupled partial differential field equations (loosely 
coupled to the mean flow equations) are solved for the turbulence energy k and its dissi-
pation rate €. The model is claimed to be applicable to a large variety of turbulent flows, 
including separated and multiple shear layer flows, without "adjustments" to damping 
functions or coefficients. However, solving two additional equations compounds the com-
putational expense and storage required. 
Grid spacing requirements in the inner boundary-layer region can be significantly 
more sparse than comparable grid resolution for other models. This savings is due to the 
use of wall functions, which are often implemented instead of additional low Reynolds 
number terms in order to reduce convergence stiffness and storage associated with in-
creased near-wall grid resolution. 
Turbulence Models for Compressible Flows 
Turbulence models are often derived for incompressible flows and extended to com-
pressible flows using a technique described by Cebeci. 7 As reported by Abdol-Hamid and 
Wilmoth,S "This allows the use of an incompressible turbulence model in a compressible 
flow for Moo < 5 in a boundary layer and for Moo < 1 in a mixing layer." In particular, 
the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model is based on the Cebeci assumption. 
Present Work 
In general, multiple body flowfields are computationally simulated with overlapped, 
patched, or unstructured grid schemes. The overlapped, or overset, scheme is of primary 
interest here since grid generation is somewhat easier than that required for patched 
techniques. At the same time, unlike unstructured schemes,· the applicability of overset 
grids for complex three-dimensional N avier-Stokes simulations has been well-established. 
• Barth9 noted that the use of sparse matrix solvers for implicit, unstructured grid turbulent 
flow simulations "limits computations to two space dimensions because of the large computer mem-
ory requirements." 
5 
The Chimera overlapped grid scheme10- 13 simplifies complex geometry domain de-
composition by allowing individual body-fitted grids to be generated for each geometric 
component. A generic example of an overset grid system hole boundary is illustrated 
in Figure 1.1. Interpolation stencils communicate boundary information between over-
lapped grid regions, eliminating stringent boundary matching requirements and far field 
boundary specification. Field grids may be added arbitrarily to resolve specific regions 
of interest. Holes are cut in grids that intersect solid bodies or in grids that provide less 
spatial resolution than overlapping grids. 
GOd 1 
· 
· 
· Grid 1 boundaJy ••• .; 
condition interpolated 
from Grid 2 
Figure 1.1: 
t··· Grid 2 boundary condition interpolated from Grid 1 
· 
· 
· 
· ~.... Hole boWldary in Grid 1 
~.... Hole in Grid 1 
{'" Surface in Grid 2 that 
Grid 2 
Example of Chimera hole boundary overlap region 
Overset Grid Methodology 
Overset grid methodology has evolved into three major components: grid generation, 
hole definition and interpolation, and the flow solver. PLOT3D14 is an integral software 
visualization tool used in conjunction with each component. Grids are generated with 
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HYPGEN, a general, extremely robust hyperbolic grid generator developed by Chan and 
Steger. IS A Silicon Graphics User Interface (UI) for HYPGEN has been written by Chiu to 
expedite the grid generation process. Interpolation stencils and hole boundary locations 
for 2-D and 3-D grids are provided by the AEDC Pegasus code.16 The QVERFLOW flow 
solver (based on F3D and ARC3D schemes) written by Buning et al. 17 is a generalized 
Navier-Stokes code which uses the overset grid scheme known as the Chimera approach. 
OVERFLOW Flow Solver 
An implicit, three-factor, diagonalized, central difference scheme18 is used to solve 
the thin-layer formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. The algorithm is first-order in 
time, second-order in space, and uses second and fourth-order artificial dissipation. The 
flow solver, known as OVERFLOvV, processes Chimera overset grids. 
During the solution process, OVERFLOW cycles through the grids one at a time. 
Flow and grid data from the previous time step are read in, along with the Chimera 
interpolation stencils for the current grid. Outer and/or hole boundary data provided 
by overlapped grid regions are also read in and any explicit boundary conditions are 
applied. The flow solution is then advanced the specified number of iterations for the 
current grid. Explicit boundary conditions are again applied and boundary data required 
by overlapped grids are interpolated. Updated flow and grid information are written out 
and processing continues for the next grid. 
The modular structure of OVERFLOW allows a variety of boundary conditions and 
turbulence models to be specified in any coordinate direction. Turbulence routines are 
capable of searching outward along any coordinate "normal" to the surface. Turbulent 
flow is generally assumed throughout the flowfield since no laminar-to-turbulent transi-
tion models have been incorporated. However, if the Baldwin-Lomax model is chosen, 
turbulent or laminar flow regions may be simulated by specifying the proper starting 
and ending cell indices for each coordinate direction. The turbulent eddy viscosity, Ilt, is 
simply set to zero in laminar regions. 
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Overset Grid Turbulence Model Considerations 
Zero-Equation Model Considerations 
The overset grid scheme mandates algebraic turbulence model adaptations to ac-
. count for hole boundaries and localized application regions. Specifically, the Baldwin-
Lomax wall model continues the search for the length scale (based on the vorticity dis-
tribution) along the surface outward grid line until a hole boundary is encountered, the 
outer boundary of the search region is reached, the grid outer boundary is found, or 
the grid line begins to bend back towards the surface. The Baldwin-Lomax wake model 
searches for the maximum vorticity along the specified grid line, skipping over hole re-
gions until the outer boundary of the search domain is reached or the grid outer boundary 
is found. 
Knowledge of the grid outer and hole boundary locations is critical. If the length 
scale search is prematurely cut off by a hole boundary, or continues in close proximity 
to another vorticity generating surface, an incorrect length scale causes an extraneous 
turbulent eddy viscosity to be computed.19 
Field-Equation Model Considerations 
The solution of the turbulence model partial differential equations proceeds in a 
manner analagous to the mean flow equations. The predominant concerns in an overset 
grid environment are to skip the field equation solution in hole regions and provide a 
means of communication between grids at outer and/or hole boundaries. 
The turbulence equations are typically loosely coupled to the mean flow equations. 
That is: 
1. The domain is initialized to freestream values and boundary conditions are applied. 
2. The mean flow solution is fixed and the eddy viscosity is updated. 
3. A step is taken to update the mean flow using a frozen eddy viscosity. 
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated in a cyclic manner until the overall solution has converged. 
The coupling is therefore accomplished by means of the basic flow variables influencing 
the turbulent eddy viscosity, and vice versa. 
In the specific case of the Baldwin-Barth model, sufficient grid resolution in the 
body-normal direction is required to compute damping functions for wall-bounded flows. 
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The first grid point normal to the wall requires that y+ < 3.5. The influence of the 
wall-damping funtions in the body-normal direction is relatively small, e.g., on the order 
of the maximum airfoil thickness for a two-dimensional airfoil calculation. 
Research Objectives 
Confidence and experience are gained with the Chimera scheme by progressmg 
from simple, single-domain, two-dimensional flow problems to complex, multiple do-
main, three-dimensional ones. The systematic numerical study of turbulent flows begins 
with skin friction calculations for a flat plate. Subsonic and supersonic boundary layer 
velocity profiles are examined. Further turbulence model validation is demonstrated for 
two transonic airfoils subject to strong shocks. 
The Chimera scheme is first introduced in two-dimensions for a high-lift, four element 
airfoil configuration. Regions of compressible, separated, turbulent flow in the presence 
of multiple walls and merging shear layers will rigorously test the turbulence models in 
an overset grid environment. 
Finally, having examined many significant elements that comprise complex flows 
(namely compressible, transonic, high angle-of-attack, separated, merging shear layer 
flows) in simpler environments, an effort is made to simulate the three-dimensional flow-
field of a simple square block on a flat plate. The algebraic model is also used to simulate 
the difficult three-dimensional flowfield for the space shuttle launch vehicle during ascent. 
Behavior of the model in the channel-type flow between two bodies is examined. 
A comparative study of the zero-equation Baldwin-Lomax4 and the one-equation 
Baldwin-Barth5 models implemented for the Chimera grid scheme provides qualitative 
and quantitative insight as to which model best treats the complex flows noted above. 
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CHAPTER 2. GOVERNING FLUID FLOW EQUATIONS 
The Three-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Equations 
The fundamental forms of the Law of Conservation of Mass, Law of Conservation of 
Momentum, and the First Law of Thermodynamics that follow are based on the devel-
opment found in Chapter 5 of Anderson et a1. 20 Nondimensionalization techniques are 
also documented. For derivations that follow, quantities superscripted with an asterisk 
(*) denote non dimensional values and L is a specified reference length. 
Continuity Equation 
Dimensional Form: Using an Eulerian approach, i.e., fluid moving relative to an 
infinitesimal, fixed control volume, the continuity equation is 
op 
-+V'·(pV)=O 
ot 
(2.1 ) 
where p is the fluid density and V is the fluid velocity. For a Cartesian system, where u, 
v, and w represent the x, y, and z components of the velocity vector, Eqn. 2.1 becomes 
(2.2) 
which reduces to 
op o(pu) o(pv) o(pw) _ 0 
ot + Ox + oy + oz - (2.3) 
Nondimensional Form: The following substitutions will be made for dimensional 
terms: 
x = x*L y = y*L 
v = v*aoo 
z = z*L 
w = w*aoo 
t = t* Ljaoo 
p = P*Poo 
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Then Eqn. 2.3 becomes 
8(p* Poo) 8(p* poo u* a oo ) 8(p* poo v* aoo ) a(p* poo w* a oo ) _ 0 
a(t*Ljaoo ) + 8(x*L) + a(y*L) + a(z*L) - (2.4) 
Factoring out constant terms yields 
pooaoo [ap* a(p*iL*) a(p*v*) a(p*w*)] 
-- --+ + + =0 L at· ax· ay· az* (2.5) 
which reduces to 
ap* a(p*u*) a(p*v*) a(p*w*) 0 
-+ + + = at* ax* ay* az· (2.6) 
The nondimensional form of the continuity equation can be more simply expressed as 
ap* + \7* . ( *V*) = 0 
at- p (2.7) 
where \7. = LV. 
Momentum Equation 
Dimensional Form: The momentum equation is a result of applying Newton's 
Second Law to an Eulerian control volume, yielding 
(2.8) 
where pf is the body force per unit volume and Tij is the stress tensor. The force per 
unit mass, f, is most commonly taken to be the gravitational acceleration, g, acting on 
the entire fluid mass. Making use of the knowledge that 
\7 . (pVVT) = pV· \7V + V [\7 . (pV)] 
and the continuity equation, Eqn. 2.1 
Eqn. 2.8 becomes 
8p \7. (pV) =--
at 
ap av [ ap] V- + p- + pV . VV + V -- = pf + V . T.0 0 at 8t at !] 
Cancelling terms leaves 
p [aa~ + V . \7V] = pf + V . Tij 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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Recalling that the substantial derivative is simply 
(2.13) 
Eqn. 2.12 reduces to a simpler form of the momentum equation 
DV 
P Dt = pf + \7 . Tij (2.14) 
The stress tensor, Tij, is composed of normal and shearing stresses which apply 
surface forces to the Eulerian control volume. The stress tensor is split into pressure and 
viscous components via 
The viscous stress tensor is 
and Djj is the Kronecker delta function 
c .. _ { 1 
U tJ - o 
for Z = J 
for i:l j 
Expanding Eqn. 2.16 for a Cartesian coordinate system yields 
{i,j)=1,2,3 
where individual terms of the viscous stress tensor, T[j, are 
(i,j) = X,x ( au au) ( au av aw) 
Txx = f..L ax + ax +.,\ ax + ay + az 
(i,j) = x, y (au av) Txy = f..L ay + ax 
(i,j) = x, z (au aw) Txz = f..L az + ax 
(i,j) = y,x (av au) Tyx = f..L ax + ay 
(i,j) = y,y ( av av) ( au av aw) 
Tyy = f..L ay + ay +.,\ ax + ay + az 
(i,j)=y,z (av aw) Tyz = f..L az + ay 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21 ) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
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(i,j) = Z,x ( aw aU) Tzx = I" ax + az 
(i,j) = z, y ( aw av) Tzy = I" ay + az 
(i,j)=z,z ( aw aw) (DU Dv Dw) Tzz = I" az + az +,\ ax + Dy + Dz 
The coefficient of bulk viscosity, K, is defined to be 
2 
K = "31" + ,\ 
If the coefficient of bulk viscosity is neglected, then 
2 
,\ = -"31" 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
This relationship, known as Stoke's hypothesis, is the subject of considerable controversy 
as documented in White21 (p. 70). 
Making use of Stoke's hypothesis, the components of the viscous stress tensor, r[i' 
presented in Eqns. 2.19-2.27 reduce to 
Txx ~II (2au _ av _ aw) 3r ax ay az (2.30) 
Tyy ~I" (2av _ au _ aw) (2.31) 
3 ay ax az 
Tzz ~I" (2aw _ au _ av) (2.32) 3 az ax ay 
Txy (au av) I" ay + ax = Tyx (2.33) 
Txz (au aw) I" az + ax = Tzx (2.34) 
Tyz - (av aw) I" az + ay = Tzy (2.35) 
Assuming body forces are negligible, i.e., f = 0, three scalar equations result from 
Eqn. 2.8. For a Cartesian coordinate system 
a a 2 a a a a a 
at(pu) + ax(pu + p) + ay(puv) + az(puw) = ax (Txx) + ay(Txy) + az(Txz ) (2.36) 
a a a 2 a a a a 
at(pv) + ax(puv) + ay(pv + p) + Dz(pvw) = ax (Tyx) + ay(Tyy ) + az(Tyz ) (2.37) 
a a a a 2 a a a 
at(pw) + ax(puw) + ay(pvw) + az(pw + p) = ax(Tzx ) + ay(TZY ) + az(Tzz ) (2.38) 
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Nondimensional Form: The following substitutions will be made for dimensional 
terms: 
x = x*L y = y*L z = z*L t = t" Ljaoo 
u = u*aoo v = v*aoo w = w"aoo J.l = J.l* J.loo 
P = p* Poo P = p* pooa'!o 
Then, for example, the x-momentum equation, Eqn. 2.36 becomes 
(2.39) 
where 
(2.40) 
Txy - (2.41) 
Txz = (2.42) 
Factoring out constant terms leaves 
(2.43) 
with 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
Txz = (2.46) 
Substituting the equivalent components of the viscous stress tensor given by Eqns. 2.44-
2.46 into Eqn. 2.43 gives 
(Poo:~) [a~" (p*u") + a~* (p"U*2 + p*) + a~* (p*u"v*) + a~* (p*u"w*)] 
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= (JL~~=) [a~.(r;3J + a:.(r;y) + a~.(r;z)l (2.47) 
Cancelling constant terms yields 
a ( * *) a ( * *2 *) a ( * * *) a ( * * *) ~pu +~pu +p +~puv +~puw 
ut* ux* uy* uZ* 
= Re;~ [a~.( r;x) + a~.( r;y) + a~.( r;z) 1 (2.48) 
where Reaoo is the Reynolds number based on the freestream speed of sound 
(2.49) 
The nondimensional momentum equation can be more simply expressed in vector form 
ap*v* + n* *V*V*T + n* * 1 n* '* - 0 V'p vp ---v 'T-.-
at* Re
aoo 
1J 
(2.50) 
Energy Equation 
Dimensional Form: The energy equation is a result of applying the First Law of 
Thermodynamics to an Eulerian control volume, giving 
aEt aQ 
- + V'. EtV = - - V'. q + pf· V + V'. (r··· V) at at 1J (2.51) 
where Et is the total energy per unit volume given by 
Et = p (e + ~2 + P.E. + .. -) (2.52) 
e is the internal energy per unit mass, Q is the external heat input per unit volume, 
(V' . q) is the rate of heat lost by conduction per unit volume, The heat transfer, q, is 
given by Fourier's law of heat transfer for conduction 
q = -kV'T (2.53) 
where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and T is the temperature. 
The left side of Eqn. 2.51 can be expanded using the vector identity 
V'. (<pA) = (V'<p)' A + <p(V'. A) (2.54) 
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to obtain 
aEt aEt 
- + \7. EtV = - + V· \7Et + Et\7· V 
at at 
(2.55) 
Recognizing the form of the substantial derivative, the right side of Eqn. 2.55 may 
be rewritten as 
DEt 
Dt + Et\7· V 
DEt E t (" V) 
-+-p v' 
Dt P 
The continuity equation shown in Eqn. 2.1 is repeated below for convenience. 
ap 
- + \7 . (p V) = 0 
at 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
Once again using the vector identity found in Eqn. 2.54, the continuity equation becomes 
ap ap 
- + \7 . (p V) = - + (\7 p) . V + p(\7 . V) = 0 
at at 
. which is equivalent to 
Dp + p(\7 . V) = 0 
Dt 
Substituting this expression of the continuity equation into Eqn. 2.57 gives 
DEt Et Dp 
------
Dt P Dt 
P [~ D Et _ Et D p 1 
p Dt p2 Dt 
D(Et/p) 
p Dt 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61 ) 
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
Neglecting all terms in Eqn. 2.52 except the internal energy and the kinetic energy 
and substituting into the right side of Eqn. 2.62 yields 
D(Et/ p) 
p Dt 
De D(V2/2) 
p Dt + P Dt (2.64) 
De pD(V· V) (2.65) 
- p Dt + 2" Dt 
De p [DV DVl (2.66) = p-+- -·V+V·-Dt 2 Dt . Dt 
De DV (2.67) p-+p-'V 
Dt Dt 
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Taking the scalar dot product of the momentum equation, Eqn. 2.14, with the 
velocity vector V yields 
p ~~ . V = pf . V - V P . V + (V . T:j ) • V (2.68) 
A useful variation of the original energy equation is obtained if Eqns. 2 .. 55, 2.63 and 
2.67 are combined and substituted into Eqn. 2.51 
pDe +pDV .V= oQ-V.q+pf,V+V'(T"V) Dt Dt ot tJ (2.69) 
Substituting Eqn. 2.68 into the above expression gives 
De I oQ p Dt + pf· V - Vp· V + (V· TiJ· V = at - V· q + pf· V + V· (Tij' V) (2.70) 
Rearranging terms leaves 
De oQ I 
P- - Vp . V = - - V· q + V . (T" . V) - (V . T .. ) . V Dt ot IJ IJ (2.71 ) 
Recalling the vector identity presented in Eqn. 2.54, the pressure term becomes 
Vp· V = V· (pV) - p(V . V) (2.72) 
so that Eqn. 2.71 reduces to 
De oQ I 
p Dt - V· (pV) + p(V· V) = at - V· q + V· (Tij . V) - (V· Tij ) . V (2.73) 
which may be rewritten as 
De oQ I 
p Dt + p(V· V) = 7ft - V· q + V· (Tij' V) - (V· Tij ) . V + V . (pV) (2.74) 
Splitting the stress tensor into pressure and viscous components via Eqn. 2.15 yields 
The viscous stress tensor terms in Eqn. 2.75 may be combined to give 
V· (T~' . V) - (V· T~')' V = T~. OUi 
IJ IJ IJ ox' 
J 
(2.76) 
Cancelling terms and making use of Eqn. 2.76, the energy equation reduces to 
De ) oQ ,OUi p- + p(V . V = - - V· q + T··-Dt ot vox· J 
(2.77) 
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Finally, knowing that 
OUi I aUi 
Tij ox ' = T;j ox ' - p(~ . V) 
J J 
(2.78) 
and substituting Eqn. 2.53, the energy equation may be expressed as 
De oQ au; 
p- = - + ~ . (k~T) + T' '-Dt ot 'J aXj (2.79) 
For a Cartesian coordinate system, Eqn. 2.51 becomes 
oEt oQ 0 
ot ot - p(Jxu + fyv + fzw) + ox (Etu + pu + qx) 
o 0 
+ oy (Etv + pv + qy) + az (Etw + pw + qz) (2.80) 
o 0 a 
ax (UTxx + VTxy + WTxz) + oy (UTyx + VTyy + WTyz ) + az (UTzx + VTzy + WT"z) 
Neglecting body forces and external heat input, the energy equation reduces to 
aEt 
ot + 
a 0 0 
ax (Etu + pu + qx) + oy (Etv + pv + qy) + oz (Etw + pw + qz) (2.81) 
o 0 a 
ax (UTxx + VTxy + WTxz ) + ay (UTyx + VTyy + WTyz ) + oz (UT"x + VTzy + WTzz ) 
Nondimensional Form: The following substitutions will be made for dimensional 
terms: 
x = x*L y = y*L z = z*L t = t* L/a= 
U = u*aoo v = v*aoo W = w*aoo J.L = J.L* J.L00 
P = p*p= P = p*pooa~ T = T*a~/ Roo e = e*a2 00 
R = R*R= k = k*k= 
Beginning with Eqn. 2.52, the total energy per unit volume may be written as 
(2.82) 
Factoring out dimensional terms gives 
(2.83) 
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The components of the heat transfer vector are equivalent to 
_ -k aT _ -k*k o(T*a~/ R=) 
qx - ox - = o( x* L) (2.84) 
_ -k aT _ -k* k o(T*a~/ R=) 
qy - oy - = o(y* L) (2.85) 
_ -k aT _ -k*k o(T*a~/ R=) 
qz - oz - = o( z* L) (2.86) 
Factoring out dimensional terms yields 
(2.87) 
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
The Reynolds number based on the freestream speed of sound is defined to be 
The Prandtl number is 
Pr = Il=Cpoo 
k= 
where Cpoo is the freestream constant pressure specific heat of the fluid, defined by 
(2.90) 
(2.91) 
(2.92) 
Now replace dimensional terms in Eqn. 2.82 with the equivalent expressions listed 
above and those derived in Eqns. 2.44-2.46, 2.83, and 2.87-2.89. The energy equation 
becomes 
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(2.93) 
+ a [E*. • * ( koo ).] 0 [E*. *. ( koo ).] } oy. tV + P v + RoopooaooL qy + oz. t W + p W + RoopooaooL qz 
( Ilooa~) { 0 [.. • * •• ] + 0 [ •• + * * + *.] L2 ox* U Txx + V Txy + W Txz oy. U Tyx V Tyy W Tyz 
+ 0 [* * + *. + * *]} oz* U Tzx V Tzy W Tzz 
The constant factor 
Roo pooaoo L 
in Eqn. 2.94 can be rewritten using Eqns. 2.91 and 2.92 as 
(/00 - 1 )RoopooaooL Pr 
/00 
(/00 - 1 )Reaoo Pr 
(2.94) 
(2.95) 
(2.96) 
(2.97) 
(2.98) 
Substituting Eqn. 2.98 into the energy equation, multiplying both sides by Lj pooa!" 
and rearranging terms yields 
aE; a [E* * * *] a [E* * * *] a [E* * * *] 
-a +-a t U +pu +-a tV +pv +-a t W +pw t* x* y* z* 
+ a [ * * * * • *] a [ * * + * * + * *]} 0 ay* U Tyx + V Tyy + W Tyz + az* U Tzx V Tzy W Tzz = (2.99) 
The nondimensional energy equation can be written in general form using Eqn. 2.53 as 
aE:* + V*.E;V* + V*.p*V* _ ( /00) 1 V* .(k*V'*T*) __ l_V *. (V* . r:/) = 0 at /00 - 1 Reaoo Pr Reaoo 
(2.100) 
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The Navier-Stokes Equations in Cartesian Coordinates 
The vector form of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in nondimensional 
Cartesian coordinates (asterisks have been omitted for brevity) is 
(2.101) 
where 
p pu 
pu pu2 + p 
Q= pv E= pUV 
pw puw 
Et u(Et + p) 
pv pw 
PUV puw 
F= pv2 + p G= pvw 
pvw pw2 +p 
v(Et + p) w(Et + p) 
0 0 0 
Txx Try Trz 
Ev = Re;;~ Tyx Fv = Re;;~ Tyy Gv = Re;;~ Tyz 
Tzx Tzy Tzz 
EV5 FV5 GV5 
and 
EV5 UTxx + VTxy + WTxz - [( 100 ~OOl )Pr 1 qx (2.102) 
FV5 UTyx + VTyy + WTyz - [( 100 ~OOl )Pr 1 qy (2.103) 
GV5 = UTzx + VTzy + WTzz - [( 100 ~OOl )Pr 1 qz (2.104 ) 
The nondimensional components of the shear stress tensor are 
(2.105) 
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Tyy ~ JL (2 av _ au _ aw) 3 ay ax az 
Tzz 
~ JL (2 aw _ au _ av) 
3 az ax ay 
Txy (au av) JL ay + ax = Tyx 
Txz (au aw) JL az + ax = Tzx 
Tyz - (av aw) JL az + ay = Tzy 
Finally, the nondimensional components of the heat flux vector are 
aT 
qx = -k-ax 
aT 
q =-k-
y ay 
aT 
qz = -k-az 
(2.106) 
(2.107) 
(2.108) 
(2.109) 
(2.110) 
(2.111) 
(2.112) 
(2.113) 
Recall the following nondimensional thermodynamic equations for an ideal gas. 
p pRT (2.114) 
-
Cr-l)pe (2.115) 
a
2 
,RT (2.116) 
,p (2.117) 
- p 
, Cp (2.118) -. 
Cv 
The non dimensional temperature, T, can be written in terms of the nondimensional 
primitive variables by combining Eqns. 2.114 and 2.115 to obtain 
(2.119) 
or simply by rearranging Eqn. 2.116 as 
(2.120) 
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The N avier-Stokes Equations in Generalized Curvilinear Coordinates 
The vector form of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in generalized 
curvilinear coordinates is presented below. The coordinate transformation between phys-
ical (x,y,z,t) and computational (~,1],(,T) space is described in Appendix 3. 
where 
p 
pu 
Q = j-l pv 
pw 
Et 
pV 
puV + 1]xP 
F = j-l pvV + 1]yp 
pwV + 1]zp 
V(Et + p) -1]tP 
E = j-l 
pU 
puU + ~xP 
pvU + ~yP 
pwU + ~zP 
U(Et + p) - ~tP 
pW 
puW + (xp 
G = j-l pv W + (yP 
pwW + (zp 
W(E t + p) - (tP 
with the contravariant velocity components 
The viscous terms are 
U ~t + ~xu + ~yv + ~zw 
V - 1]t + 1]xU + 1]yV + 1]z W 
W (t + (x u + (y v + (z W 
o 
~xTxx + ~yTxy + ~zTxz 
Ev = j-l Re~~ ~xTyx + ~yTyy + ~zTyz 
~x Tzx + ~y Tzy + ~z Tzz 
~XEV5 + ~yFv5 + ~ZGv5 
(2.121) 
(2.122) 
(2.123) 
(2.124) 
(2.125) 
where 
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o 
F:v = J-1 Re-1 aoo TJxTyx + TJyTyy + TJzTyz 
TJxTzx + TJyTzy + TJzTzz 
TJxEv5 + TJyFv5 + TJZ GV5 
o 
(xTxx + (yTxy + (zTxz 
Gv = J-1 Re;;! (xTyx + (yTyy + (zTyz 
(xTzx + (yTzy + (zTzz 
(XEV5 + (yFv5 + (ZGV5 
(2.126) 
(2.127) 
Txx /1 {~(~xu~ + TJxUT) + (xud - ~(~yV~ + TJYVT) + (yVd + (~zw~ + TJzWT) + (zwd} 
Tyy /1 {~(~yV~ + TJYVT) + (yVd - ~(~xue + TJxUT) + (xud + (~zwe + TJzWT) + (zwd} 
Tzz /1 {~(~zwe + TJzWT) + (zwd - ~(~xue + TJxUT) + (xud + (~yVe + TJYVT) + (yvd} 
Txy Tyx = /1 [(~yUe + TJYUT) + (yuc) + (~xve + TJxVT) + (xvdl 
Txz Tyx = /1 [(~zue + TJzUT) + (zud + (~xwe + TJxWT) + (xwdl 
Tyz Tyx = /1 [(~zve + TJzVT) + (zvd + (~yWe + TJYWT) + (ywdl 
and 
EV5 UTxx + VTxy + WTxz + ({ _/11 )Pr [~x( a2)e + TJx( a2)T) + (x( a2)<] 
FV5 UTyx + VTyy + WTyz + (I _/11 )Pr [~y( a2)e + TJy( a2)T) + (y( a2)(] 
GV5 UTzx + VTzy + WTzz + ({ _/11)Pr [~z(a2)e + TJz(a2)T) + (z(a 2)<] 
Note that the heat flux terms in EV5 ' Fv5 , and GV5 were nondimensionalized using k = 
k* RooJ.Loo instead of k = k*koo . 
The equation of state provides the relationship between pressure and the conservative 
variables, Q, according to 
p = ((-I) [e-~p(u2+v2+w2)] 
The metric terms ~x, ~y, ~z, TJx, TJy, TJz, (x, (y, and (z, are derived in Appendix 3. 
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Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Equations in Generalized Curvilinear Coordinates 
The three-dimensional Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) equations are obtained by 
neglecting all cross-derivative viscous terms as well as the viscous terms which include 
derivatives with respect to the streamwise (0 or circumferential/lateral ("l) direction. 
where 
p 
pU 
Q = J-1 pv 
pw 
E t 
pV 
puV + "lxP 
F = J-1 pvV + "lyP 
pwV + "lzP 
V(Et + p) - "ltP 
E = J-1 
pU 
puU + ~xP 
pvU + ~yP 
pwU + ~zP 
U(Et + p) - ~tP 
pW 
puW + (xp 
G = J-1 pvW + (yP 
pwW + (zp 
W(Et + p) - (tP 
with the contravariant velocity components 
The viscous terms are 
U 
V 
W 
~t+~xu+~yV+~zW 
''It+''lxu+''lYv+''lzw 
(t + (x u + (y v + (z W 
o 
J.l((; + (; + (;)U( + ~J.l((xU( + (yV( + Czwc)(x 
S = J-1 Re;;! J.l((; + (; + (nV( + ~J.l((xU( + (yV( + (zW(Ky 
J.l((; + (; + (;)W( + ~J.l((xU( + (yv( + Czwc)(z 
(2.128) 
(2.129) 
(2.130) 
(2.131) 
J.l((; + (; + (;)55 + ~J.l((xU( + (yv( + (zW()((xu + (yV + (zw) 
with 
The metric terms ~x, ~y, ~z, "lx, "ly, T/z, (x, (y, and (z, are derived in Appendix 3. 
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Three-Dimensional Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Algorithms 
Beam-Warming Algorithm 
The three-dimensional TLNS equations are implemented using a three-factor, im-
plicit, approximate factorization, block tridiagonal algorithm described by Pulliam. I8 
Smoothing terms are not included in the following formulation. 
[I + ho~An] [I + h07)i3n] [I + ho(Cn - hRe-Io(J-IC~] ~{r = 
- h (o~En + 07)pn + o(Cn - Re-Io(sn) (2.132) 
Jacobian Matrices: In three dimensions, the inviscid flux Jacobian matrices A, 
B, or C are obtained by replacing I\, with ~, TJ, or (, respectively in the matrix below. 
I\,t I\, x I\,y I\,z 0 
-u() + I\,x¢J2 I\,t + () - 121\,xU l\,yU - 11 I\, x V I\,zU -/ll\,xW 11 I\, x 
-V() + l\,y¢J2 I\,x V - 111\, yU I\,t + () -/2I\,y V I\,zV -,1 l\,yW 111\,y (2.133) 
-W() + I\,z¢J2 I\,x W -/Il\,zU I\,y W - 11 I\, z V I\,t· + () - 121\,z W 111\,z 
() (¢J2 - t/J) I\, x t/J - 11 U() I\,y t/J - 11 V() I\,z"p -/IW() ""t + ,() 
where 
() I\,xU + l\,yV + I\,zW 
¢J2 
- ~h - 1) (u 2 + v2 + w 2 ) 
11 1-1 
12 1- 2 
"p 
-
,e _ ¢J2 
P 
The viscous flux Jacobian matrices ,4v, Bv , and Cv , are obtained by replacing I\, with 
~, TI, or (, respectively in the following matrix 
0 0 0 0 0 
m21 oI8K(p-I) 028K(p-I) o38K(p-I) 0 
m31 028K(p-l ) o48K(p-l ) o58K(p-l ) 0 J (2.134 ) 
m41 038K(p-l) 058K(p-l) o68K(p-l) 0 
m5I m52 m53 m54 m55 
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where 
m21 - -018,,(u/p) - 028,,(v/p) - 038,,(w/p) 
m31 - -028,,(u/p) - 048,,(v/p) - os8,,(w/p) 
m41 -038,,( u/ p) - os8,,( v / p) - Ct68" ( w / p) 
mSl 008,,[-(e/p2) + (u2 + v2 + w2) /p] 
-018,,(u2/p) - 2028,,(uv/p) - 2Ct38,,(uw/p) 
-Ct48,,(v2/p) - 2Cts8,,(vw/p) - 068,,(w2/p) 
mS2 -008,,(u/p) - m21 
mS3 -008,,( v / p) - m31 
mS4 - -008,,(w/p) - m41 
mss 008,,(p-t) 
00 - IJ-LPr- 1(",; + "'~ + "';) 
Ctl J-L [~",2 + ",2 + ",2] 3 x y z 
1 
Ct2 "3 J-L"'x"'y 
1 
03 "3 J-L "'x "'z 
Ct4 - J-L [",2 + ~ ",2 + ",2] x 3 y z 
1 
Os "3 J-L"'y "'z 
Ct6 J-L [",2 + ",2 + ~ ",2 ] x y 3 z 
Note that the Au and Bu (e and 7]) matrices are dropped when using the Thin-Layer 
N avier-Stokes equations. 
Pulliam-Chaussee Algorithm 
The three-dimensional Pulliam-Chaussee algorithm is scalar pentadiagonal, of the 
form 
T~ [1 + h6eAe] N [1 + h6Tl ATl ] P [1 + h6,AeJ T,-l ~Qn = 
- h (6eEn + 8TJFn + 8/;n - Re-18,sn) (2.135) 
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with 
Jacobian Eigensystem Decomposition: The eigensystem decomposition of the 
three-dimensional Jacobians have the form 
The eigenvalues are 
At,2,3 "'t + "'xu + "'yV + "'zW 
A4,5 Al ± ",a 
'" _ . /",2 + ",2 + ",2 V x Y z 
The T" matrix represents the left eigenvectors 
",* 
x 
",* 
y 
",* 
z 
"';u "'*U- "'*p y z ",*u+"'*p z y 
T" = "';v+ ",;p ",*v y "';v - "';p 
",;w - ",;p "';w + "';p "';w 
[(~~t2) + p(",;v - ",;w)] [(~Y!:) + p(",;w - ",;u)] [~ (* .*)] h-l) + p "'yU - "'xV 
a(u+ ",;a) 
a(v + ",;a) 
a(w + ",;a) 
a(u - ",;a) 
a(v - ",;a) 
a(w - ",;a) 
a [(<p2 + a2)/b - 1) + B*a] a [( <p2 + a2)/b - 1) - B*a] 
where 
p 
a = V2a' 
The corresponding T,,-t matrix is 
T-1 = 
" 
",;l/J - ("';v - ",;w)/ p 
",;l/J - ("';w - ",;u)/ p 
",;l/J - ("';u - ",;v)/p 
(3(<p2 - B*a) 
(3(<p2 + B*a) 
* "'y 
'" =-, 
y '" 
It ",;u/a2 
* / 2 */ "/1"'yU a - "'z P 
11 ",;u/a2 + "';/ p 
-{3 btU - ",;a] 
-{3 btu + ",;a] 
It",;v/a2 + "';/ p 
It",;v/a2 
It",;v/a2 - "';/ p 
-{3 [,1 V - ",;a] 
-{3 ['tV + ",;a] 
(2.136) 
where 
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11~:w/a2 - ~;/ p -'l~;/a2 
11~;w/a2 + ~;/ p -'l~;/a2 
-f3blW - ~:a] f3,1 
-f3 blW + ~:a] f3,1 
1jJ 1-¢?/a2 
11 1-1 
f3 
1 
V2pa 
Turbulence Models 
(2.137) 
A complete description of the Baldwin-Lomax zero-equation turbulence model is 
presented in Appendix 1, along with pertinent derivations. Similarly, a description of the 
Baldwin-Barth one-equation turbulence model is given in Appendix 2. 
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CHAPTER 3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEST CASES 
Overview 
The numerical prediction of turbulent quantities for complex geometry flows is con-
sidered for the Chimera overset grid scheme. An algebraic and a one-equation turbu-
lence model were implemented and compared in a generalized Navier-Stokes code using 
the Chimera approach. Turbulence model code verification was achieved by comparing 
compressible, turbulent flat plate calculations to semi-empirical and experimental re-
sults. In addition, transonic flow cases for the RAE 2822 and N ACA 0012 airfoils were 
computed to corroborate previously reported turbulence model behavior for flows with 
shock-induced separation. 
A two-dimensional multi-element high-lift configuration was chosen to assess each 
turbulence model in an overset grid environment including compressible, separated, and 
reattached flow with multiple wakes and merging shear layers. Difficulties encountered 
with algebraic length scale determination in an overset grid environment are documented. 
The influence of the predicted turbulent eddy viscosity on the calculated pressure distri-
butions is discussed. 
Single Grid Domain Configurations 
The Flat Plate 
Grid Generation: A compressible, turbulent flat plate flow was computed to 
validate the implementation of each turbulence model. The two-dimensional domain is 
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Note that the section is normal to the plate, with upstream to 
the left and the plate at the bottom (plate lies in X-Y plane). 
Boundary conditions include Mach 0.5 freest ream inflow, exit outflow extrapolation, 
and outflow extrapolation at the top boundary (normal to the plate) to avoid artificially 
constraining the normal velocity component. An inviscid wall is assumed forward of the 
--
-
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Laminar Flow Turbulent Row Outflow Extrapolation 
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Invisicid Wall "'" Viscous Wall x 
Plate Leading Edge 
Figure 3.1: Flat plate boundary conditions (plate lies in X-Y plane) 
plate leading edge. This assumption constrains the flow to be tangential to the plate 
without modeling the plate lower surface region, effectively reducing the points required 
in the normal direction by a factor of two. Laminar flow upstream of the leading edge 
was stepped to turbulent flow at the leading edge, without a transition region. 'Wall 
boundary conditions for the Baldwin-Barth model were identical. In this case, however, 
the entire flowfield was assumed to be turbulent. 
The computational domain consists of 88x153 points, distributed in the streamwise 
and normal directions, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows that coarse spacing upstream is re-
fined in the streamwise direction in the vicinity of the leading edge, followed by increasing 
cell spacing downstream. A hyperbolic-tangent stretching function was used to stretch 
the grid in the normal direction from an initial y+ spacing of 0.20 based on an x-location 
10% downstream from the plate leading edge. (Refer to Appendix 4 for complete details 
on y+ grid spacing calculations.) 
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Figure 3.2: Flat plate grid (88x153) 
Flat Plate Validation 
Skin Friction Profiles: White and Christoph's Method of Inner Variables21 
for compressible, turbulent flat plate flow provided the baseline for comparison of skin 
friction. Assuming the turbulent boundary layer begins at x = 0, White and Christoph's 
flat plate skin-friction implicit relation for Cf(Rex ) is: 
,\ 
ux J Rex = -;; = G(>")d>" (3.1 ) 
o 
where>.. =V2/Cf. Spalding's law of the wall (Reference [21], p. 475) 
+ + -ItB [ltu+ 1 + {/W+)2 (IW+)3j Y = U + e e - - KU - 2 - 6 (3.2) 
is used to obtain the two required integrations for G and Rex, as outlined below, where 
K = 0.4, and B = 5.5. 
Differentiating Eqn. 3.2 gives 
(3.3) 
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Substituting for dy+ in 
" G('\) = J (u+)2dy+ (3.4) 
o 
yields 
G(A) = j(u+)' {I + e-<8 [Ke"+ - K - K'U+ - (KU;)'K]} du+ (3.5) 
o 
which may be rewritten as 
" G(,\) = J {(U+)2 + e-"B [K(U+)2 e"U+ - K(U+)2 - K2(u+)3 - f,;3(~+)4l} du+ (3.6) 
o 
or 
G(A) = j {(u+)' - e-<8 [K(U+)' + K'(U+)' + K'(~+)4l} du+ + ,,-<8 j (u+l'e<U+ du+ 
o 0 
(3.7) 
Integrating the first expression in Eqn. 3.7 yields 
_( U+)3 _ e-KB + + --'---'_ 1 I" [K(U+)3 K2(U+)4 K 3 (U+)5ll" 
3 0 3 4 10 0 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Making use of integral tables to evaluate the second integral expression in Eqn. 3.7, 
we find the general forms 
(3.10) 
and J xeaxdx = e:: (ax - 1) (3.11 ) 
Thus the second integral expression in Eqn. 3.7 becomes 
" Ke- KB J (u+)2e KU+ du+ (3.12) 
o 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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Substituting expressions 3.9 and 3.15 into Eqn. 3.7 gives 
C(A) = _,X3 + - eZ (Z2 - 2Z + 2) - 2 - - - - - -1 e-KB [ Z3 Z4 Z5] 3 1\,2 3 4 10 (3.16) 
where Z = I\,,x. 
Knowing G('x), a similar integration yields White and Christoph's flat plate skin-
friction implicit relation for Gf(Rex ): 
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Figure 3.3: OVERFLOW flat plate skin friction validation (N!= = 0.5) 
Local skin friction predictions as a function of plate Reynolds number are presented 
in Figure 3.3. The OVERFLOW results for both the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth 
turbulence models are within 5% of White and Christoph's prediction for Rex greater 
than about 3xl05 • The Baldwin-Lomax curve mismatch at lower Reynolds numbers may 
34 
be attributed to the jump from inviscid to viscous wall boundary conditions and the step 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow, both of which occur at the plate leading edge. 
In contrast, the Baldwin-Barth model assumes a turbulent flow throughout and compares 
more favorably with the White and Christoph curve at lower Reynolds numbers. Recall 
that for both turbulence models, turbulent flow is assumed everywhere downstream of 
the plate leading edge. Therefore inaccurate predictions are expected for Rex lower than 
3xl05 (the approximate physicallaminar-to-turbulent transition point). 
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Figure 3.4: Subsonic turbulent flat plate velocity profiles (Moo = 0.2, Re = 4.2xl06 ) 
Velocity and Viscosity Profiles: In Figure 3.4, subsonic (Moo = 0.2) veloc-
ity profiles are compared to Klebanoff's experimental data.22 The Baldwin-Lomax model 
overpredicts the velocity profile magnitude while the Baldwin-Barth model underpredicts 
the velocity m~gnitude. Observe the Baldwin-Barth model's characteristic "flat" profile 
for Z / b between approximately 0.2 and 0.5. 
Klebanoff reported that measurements at the experimental station were based on a 
boundary layer "nominal thickness" of three inches. This thickness value was used to 
normalize the experimental data. From a computational perspective, the boundary layer 
thickness, b, is defined as the surface normal distance at which the streamwise velocity 
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is 99% of the freest ream velocity. 
Subsonic (Moo = 0.2) and supersonic (Moo = 2.4) velocity profiles are illustrated 
in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Note the Baldwin-Barth model's tendency toward 
velocity overshoot near the edge of the boundary layer, defined by u/Uoo = 1.0. The 
magnitude of this velocity overshoot depends on the type of boundary condition imposed 
normal to the plate. If the Z-velocity component is constrained, e.g., set to zero, at the 
outer boundary, the velocity overshoot near the boundary layer edge is more dramatic. 
Again observe the "flat" or "nearly linear" region of the Baldwin-Barth velocity profiles. 
In general, a shallow velocity profile with a steep rise is characteristic of turbulent 
flows where high energy eddies rapidly mix freestream flow into the boundary layer. In 
addition, the flow becomes more turbulent as Ilt increases, causing the separation point 
to move aft. 
The corresponding turbulent eddy viscosity profiles are depicted in Figures 3.7 
and 3.8, respectively. Beginning with the definition of shear stress, Tw, a dimensional 
analysis yields 
(au) length Tw = J.L ay y=O = Illength time (3.18) 
Recall that shear stress has units of force per unit area. Thus 
force mass acceleration mass length length 
Tw = area = area (length time)2 = Illength time (3.19) 
Then the viscosity, J.L, must have units of 
mass 
J.L = -:----:--~-length time 
(3.20) 
which is physically equivalent to the mass flux per unit length. Since J.Loo = 1.0, the area 
beneath the curve on a plot of J.Lt/ J.Loo versus normal distance, Z, represents the mass flux 
due to the presence of fluid turbulence. 
The smooth Baldwin-Barth J.Lt profiles are a result of solving a single differential 
equation. Discontinuity in the Baldwin-Lomax J.Lt profiles occurs as the model switches 
from the inner to the outer layer equations (refer to the Turbulent Wall discussion in 
Appendix 1). 
Correlating the computed velocity and turbulent eddy viscosity profiles (for the 
respective subsonic and supersonic plots) reveals that a lower Ilt value yields a fuller 
velocity profile. Roughly speaking, when the Baldwin-Barth eddy viscosity exceeds the 
Baldwin-Lomax level, the predicted Baldwin-Barth velocity magnitude is less than the 
Baldwin-Lomax value, and vice versa. 
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Figure 3.5: Subsonic turbulent flat plate velocity profiles (Moo =O.2, Re = 4.31xl06 ) 
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Figure 3.7: Subsonic flat plate turbulent eddy viscosity profiles (Moo=O.2, Re 
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Future Directions: The flat plate local skin friction coefficient computed with 
the OVERFLOW code was found to be sensitive to the magnitude of the numerical 
smoothing coefficent near the wall and the inflow location upstream of the plate leading 
edge. Ideally, the smoothing should approach zero at the viscous boundary. A plot of skin 
friction at a point along the viscous wall versus inflow boundary location (i.e., distance 
between inflow location and the plate leading edge) will define how far upstream pressure 
will propagate. The curve should flatten out at some point, defining the minimum inflow 
boundary location. Note that this conclusion may be Reynolds number dependent. An 
alternative to the fixed inflow/zeroth-order outflow extrapolation boundary conditions 
used above is the use of subsonic/supersonic inflow/outflow boundary conditions based 
on characteristic theory. 
When computing skin friction, convergence criteria should account for the skin fric-
tion magnitude change at the viscous walls. This history combined with logarithmic 
norms of the field variables and the force history should be used to conclude that a case 
is converged. 
Transonic Airfoils 
The Viscous Transonic Airfoil Workshop2 issued a challenge which included correctly 
computing viscous transonic flowfields for the RAE 2822, NACA 0012, and Jones airfoils 
at specified Mach numbers, Reynolds numbers, and angles of attack. The presence of 
shock-induced separation in these "benchmark" cases presents a particularly challeng-
ing problem. Maksymiuk and Pulliam3 responded with detailed calculations from the 
ARC2D code, which is based on the implicit, approximate factorization scheme of Beam 
and Warming.23 The tubulent eddy viscosity used in the ARC2D code was provided by 
the the Baldwin-Lomax mode1.4 More recently, Baldwin and Barth5 showed significant 
improvement over the ARC2D shock location predictions. 
The two-dimensional, transonic performance of the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic and 
Baldwin-Barth one-equation turbulence models was ascertained by computing two tran-
sonic airfoil cases. Rai and Moin 1 suggested that turbulence models have a second-order 
effect on pressure and a first-order effect for separation, transition, and high angle of 
attack flows. Thus one would expect results to be particularly sensitive to free or fixed 
transition, high angles of attack, and high transonic speeds. The transonic airfoil cal-
culations presented by Baldwin and Barth are repeated here using identical grids for 
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Figure 3.9: RAE 2822 airfoil grid (249x56) 
OVERFLOW verification purposes. Note that these calculations are based on low angles 
of attack and no transition model is used. 
RAE 2822 Transonic Airfoil: Maksymiuk and Pulliam resolved the RAE 2822 
and N ACA 0012 airfoils with 152 points each on the upper and lower airfoil surfaces. 
The RAE 2822 airfoil grid selected by Baldwin and Barth consists of 249x56 points, 
distributed in the streamwise and normal directions, respectively. A subset of the com-
putational grid is shown in Figure 3.9. The flow conditions and pressure distribution are 
given in Figure 3.10. The experimental transition points were not specified for the com-
putation. The Baldwin-Barth model clearly improves prediction of the shock location 
and lower surface pressure compared to the Baldwin-Lomax model. The Baldwin-Lomax 
model predicts a shock location approximately 10% aft of the experimental location. 
Velocity profiles for stations at X/C = 0.75 and 0.90 are illustrated in Figures 3.11 
and 3.12, respectively. The two models behave similarly in the near-wall region at X/C = 
0.75, although neither one accounts for the tendency toward separation observed in the 
experiment. For X/C = 0.90, the discrepancy between models is more pronounced. The 
Baldwin-Lomax model predicts a reasonable velocity profile even though the computed 
pressure at this station is high. Interestingly enough, although the Baldwin-Barth model 
adequately predicts the pressure at this station, the flow is massively separated, (i.e., 
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Figure 3.10: RAE 2822 pressure distribution (Moo = 0.754, Re 
a = 2.80°) 
6.2xl06 , 
ujUoo ;:::; -0.2), unlike the actual experiment. Observe that the boundary layer thickness 
at these stations is roughly 4-5% chord. 
Contours of turbulent eddy viscosity for the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth 
models are illustrated in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. The Baldwin-Lomax upper 
surface eddy viscosity magnitude is nearly zero for the first 65% chord, increasing sharply 
as the trailing edge is approached. At this point the wake model is used, resulting in 
a sharp discontinuity in the turbulent eddy viscosity. Use of a C-grid dictates that the 
turbulent domain be divided into three regions for the algebraic eddy viscosity calculation: 
the wake model for points aft of the trailing edge (one region above, the other below the 
C-joint), and the wall model for the remaining· wall-bounded points. 
The Baldwin-Barth model yields a smooth increase in eddy viscosity magnitude 
beginning at roughly 45% chord on the upper and lower surfaces. In contrast to the 
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Figure 3.13: RAE 2822 Baldwin-Lomax turbulent eddy viscosity contours (:~) 
Figure 3.14: RAE 2822 Baldwin-Barth turbulent eddy viscosity contours (:~) 
Baldwin-Lomax model, since a field equation is solved for both wall-bounded and wake 
flow regions, eddy viscosity contours remain continuous at the trailing edge. Convection 
of the turbulence field variable, v RT , clearly improves the shock location computed with 
the Baldwin-Barth model. 
NACA 0012 Transonic Airfoil: The NACA 0012 airfoil is symmetric (the airfoil 
has no camber, i.e., the camber line and chord line are coincident), with a maximum 
thickness of 12%. A subset of the NACA 0012 airfoil computational grid is illustrated 
in Figure 3.15. It is composed of 249x56 points, distributed in the streamwise and 
normal directions, respectively. The flow conditions and pressure distribution are shown 
in Figure 3.16. Once again, unlike the actual experiment, transition points were not 
specified for the computation. 
The Baldwin-Lomax model accurately captures the lower surface pressure profile 
and initial upper surface expansion. However, the compression strength of the shock is 
overpredicted and the shock is located nearly 15% aft of the experimental shock loca-
tion. Meanwhile, the Baldwin-Barth model accurately predicts the shock position and 
strength, but performs poorly on the lower surface pressure, exaggerating the lower sur-
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Figure 3.15: NACA 0012 airfoil grid (249x56) 
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Figure 3.16: NACA 0012 pressure distribution (Moo = 0.799, Re - 9.0xl06 , 
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face expansion. 
Future Directions: Experience indicates that both the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic 
and Baldwin-Barth one-equation turbulence models have difficulty predicting the correct 
velocity profile in the RAE 2822 transonic airfoil flowfield analyzed. The Baldwin-Lomax 
model suffers from a lack of history effects, i.e., no provision for the convection of turbu-
lent eddy viscosity. Although the Baldwin-Barth model includes convective terms for the 
turbulence field variable, the pressure distribution and velocity profiles downstream of 
the shock are in poor agreement with experimental data. This suggests that the Baldwin-
Barth model cannot properly treat regions of shock-induced separation. Finally, for either 
model, modifications to allow fixed or free transition are necessary to more accurately 
predict pressure distributions. 
Multiple Grid Domain Configurations 
The Multi-Element NASA Model C Airfoil 
The flat plate and airfoil cases considered thus far were effectively analyzed within 
a single computational domain. A two-dimensional multi-element airfoil configuration 
serves to illustrate problems associated with computing multiple body flows with over-
set grids. This complex geometry case provides an efficient trial stomping grounds for 
analyzing turbulent parameters and is, in and of itself, significant enough to warrant 
dedicated research. Such research might focus on creating an inverse design tool, study-
ing adaptive wake grids, resolving Reynolds number effects, and of course, predicting lift 
and drag through stall regions and beyond. Complete synthesis - surface definition and 
refinement, element positioning, grid generation, hole/boundary interpolation stencils, 
the OVERFLOW Navier-Stokes solution, and comparisons to experimental data - are 
perspicuously outlined below. 
Grid Generation 
Previous Discretization Methods: Generating grids that will resolve the 
developing wall boundary layers and trailing wakes for multi-element airfoil configurations 
is not an obvious task. Chow and Chu24 chose an elliptic mesh generator to create 
a structured, stacked C-mesh system for use with a Navier-Stokes flow solver and the 
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Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. A semi-adaptive algorithm refines the grid along 
the trailing edge and separation streamlines. Kusunose et a1. 25 set up H-grids based on 
the stagnation streamlines from a full potential flow solution. A viscous-in viscid coupling 
code with adaptive wakes comprised the flow solver. Mavriplis and Martinelli26 developed 
an unstructured multi-grid approach to solve the Navier-Stokes equations in conjunction 
with the loosely coupled k-f.. turbulence equations. Rogers et a1. 27 attacked the domain 
discretization problem using the Chimera approach. An incompressible N avier-Stokes 
code was used with the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model. 
- Baldwin-Lomax wall model, --- Baldwin-Lomax wake model 
Figure 3.17: NASA Model C Chimera grid arrangement 
Current Domain Discretization: The Chimera approach was chosen for 
the NASA Model C high-lift system because grid generation does not require knowledge 
of the flow solution, unlike the methods used by Chow and Chu24 and Kusunose et a1. 25 
The configuration shown in Figure 3.17 is comprised of about 75,000 points, distributed 
between the four elements: a leading edge slat, main element with trailing edge cove, and 
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two trailing edge flaps. The elements are positioned at -47.2, 0.0, 30.0, and 49.7 degrees 
incidence, respectively. Airfoil two-dimensional surface data and an array of experimental 
results28 are available for comparison. Note that finite trailing edge thicknesses were 
modeled for all four airfoil elements. 
A hyperbolic grid generatorI5 was used to generate C-grids about each airfoil. Each 
element consists of a viscous wall grid around the airfoil (solid line grid -) and a separate 
wake grid aft of the trailing edge (dashed line grid - - -), as illustrated in Figure 3.17. The 
dimensions of the four airfoil/wake grid pairs are listed in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: NASA Model C grid point distribution 
II Grid II Streamwise Points II Normal Points II 
Leading edge slat 201 41 
Leading edge slat wake 87 99 
Main element 201 75 
Main element wake 59 177 
First flap 201 43 
First flap wake 91 95 
Second flap 193 43 
Second flap wake 51 133 
Viscous wall spacing varies such that 1.0 < y+ < 3.0. Viscous spacing was continued 
in the wake region aft of each element trailing edge in an attempt to resolve the wake 
vorticity distribution. The slat and first flap wake grids follow the contours of the main 
element and second flap, respectively. The remaining wake grids extend downstream 
with a slope parallel to the corresponding element trailing edge surface. When using the 
Baldwin-Lomax model, the viscous wall model is specified for airfoil grids while the wake 
model is used for trailing wake grids. 
Interpolation stencils and hole boundary locations for the grids were provided by the 
AEDC Pegasus code.I6 A detailed illustration of hole boundary locations for the leading 
edge slat and main element overlap region is shown in Figure 3.18. The overset grids in 
the flap region are depicted in Figure 3.19. 
Turbulence Model Results: The solutions and discussion that follow are based 
on OVERFLOW results for the NASA Model C high-lift configuration. Calculations 
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Figure 3.18: Leading edge slat and main element hole boundaries 
Figure 3.19: Main element and trailing edge I\ap hole boundaries 
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were performed at a zero degree angle of attack with a freestream Mach number of 0.201 
and a Reynolds number of 2.83 million. 
Zero-Equation Model (Baldwin-Lomax): The computed pressure distri-
bution using the standard Baldwin-Lomax model is compared to experimental results in 
Figure 3.20. The predicted suction peaks are notably low for the main element and flaps. 
Computed main element upper surface pressure levels are lower than the experiment, 
giving lower overall lift. 
The corresponding locations of Fmax and Iwlmax are shown in Figure 3.21. Locations 
of Fmax correspond to wall-bounded regions in Figure 3.17 while Iwlmax locations represent 
the computed shear layer center in the respective "wake model" grids. The definitions of 
Fmax and Iwlmax are detailed in Appendix 1, but repeated below for convenience. 
In general, for flow over a viscous wall 
(3.21 ) 
The quantities Ymax and Fmax are determined from the function 
(3.22) 
where Fmax is the maximum value of F(y) that occurs III a profile and Ymax is the 
corresponding value of Y at which it occurs. The vorticity magnitude, Iwl, is 
Iwl = (au _ av)2 + (av _ aw)2 + (aw _ au)2 ay ax az ay ax az (3.23) 
The turbulent eddy viscosity, J-lt, in the outer region of the turbulent boundary layer is 
modeled by 
(3.24) 
where ~ is the Clauser constant and Ccp is a constant. The Fk1eb(y) function ramps from 
a value of one at Y = Ymax to zero far away, and is intended to model the intermittent 
nature of eddies at the edge of the turbulent layer. 
The outer edge of the turbulent boundary layer or shear layer is never explicitly 
determined when using the Baldwin-Lomax model. However, it is apparent that Fmax is 
located within the boundary layer and Iwl max is located at the center of the shear layer. 
Referring to Figure 3.21, the predicted locations of Fmax appear to be grossly in 
error along the stagnation streamlines of the first three elements, since Fmax is obviously 
Co 
tJ 
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Figure 3.21: Baldwin-Lomax Fmax (wall-bounded) and Iwlmax (shear layer) locations 
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not found within the boundary layer. In these regions, extremely low vorticity flow at 
the surface causes the length scale to become the dominant term in F(y) so that Fwake 
is several orders of magnitude larger than expected. Since the turbulent eddy viscosity 
is roughl~ proportional to Fwake (see Eqn. 3.24), levels of J-lt suddenly increase in these 
regIOns. 
The main element trailing edge cove geometry illustrates another limitation of the 
Baldwin-Lomax model. A shear layer develops at the sharp corner, so that a high vorticity 
wake flow trails downstream "near" the vorticity generating wall surface of the cove (see 
Figure 3.21). In this case the Fmax function has two or more peaks, one within the wall 
boundary layer and the other in the shear layer. The Baldwin-Lomax model clearly 
selects Fmax in the shear layer, which results in a huge length scale and extraordinarily 
high eddy viscosity. 
Multiple peaks in Fmax are also possible in regions above the main element and 
trailing edge flaps. For example, vorticity shed from the slat is carried downstream by its 
wake grid. In close proximity, the main element wall boundary layer develops, thickening 
as it approaches the trailing edge. The two layers of high vorticity flow may merge 
downstream, creating multiple peaks in F(y) or Iwl as they approach one another. A 
single F(y) peak is expected in the fully merged region. Multiple vorticity peaks are a 
regenerative concern because the main element wake sheds over the first flap and the first 
flap wake in turn sheds over the second flap. 
Attempts to resolve the high vorticity wake flows caused portions of the upper surface 
grids for the main element and flaps to be blanked out by wake grids. The search for 
Fmax in the main element viscous wall grid is thus effectively limited by the grid hole 
boundary for about the last 40% chord. The turbulent eddy viscosity in these hole regions 
is computed using the wake model. 
Finally, if flow suddenly separates from the aft upper surface of the trailing edge 
flaps, for instance, there will be a discontinuity in the length scale associated with Fmax. 
A relatively large length scale will be found in the developing boundary layer as compared 
to a small length scale in the immediate separated region. Multiple peaks in Fmax can 
arise if the flow is reversed in the inner boundary layer region and then changes direction 
in the outer boundary layer region along a given profile. 
It appears that the original Baldwin-Lomax paper attempted to handle the problem 
of merging vorticity layers (multiple F(y) peaks) by choosing the F(y) peak that gave 
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Figure 3.22: Types of Baldwin-Lomax F(y) profiles encountered in complex flows 
the smallest turbulent eddy viscosity magnitude. That is, for a given profile (refer to the 
development in Appendix 1) 
Fwok' = min { YmaxFmax 2 C YmCU:Udi[ 
wk Fma:r 
(1) 
(2) (3.25) 
Thus, the model was intended to select the wall [Eqn. 3.25 (1)] or the wake [Eqn. 3.25 
(2)] vorticity profile that resulted in the minimum eddy viscosity. 
Examples of typical F(y) profiles encountered in complex flows are illustrated in 
Figure 3.22. The solid curve represents an ideal case (flat plate flow) in which a single 
F(y) peak (1) exists for a wall-bounded flow. The case of a shear layer approaching 
a vorticity generating viscous wall, or perhaps two walls in close proximity, is given 
by the dashed curve. Here the Baldwin-Lomax wall model will select a length scale 
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corresponding to peak (2) or (3), depending on the peak selection criteria. Finally, for 
internal channel or separated base flows, the F(y) profile appears to "monotonically" 
increase. That is, a distinct peak is not present along the profile. In this case the length 
scale corresponds to a hole or outer boundary, usually resulting in grossly exaggerated 
turbulent eddy viscosity magnitudes. 
Zero-Equation Model (Degani-Schiff): The problem of multiple peaks in 
the Baldwin-Lomax Fmax function has previously been reported by Degani and Schiff,29 
for crossflow separation at large incidence. The NASA Model C geometry clearly in-
cludes three bodies at high incidence, although crossflow separation is not present in 
two-dimensional flow. Degani and Schiff (Reference [29], p. 7) suggested that F max should 
be chosen if the value of F(y) dropped to 90% of its local maximum value. Thus, when 
searching outward from the body surface, if 
F(y) :5 (Cutoff)Fmax(Y) (3.26) 
where the Cutoff value is 0.90, the search for Fmax is discontinued. This tends to consider 
only the wall-generated vorticity in determining Fmax and Ymax, suppressing the influence 
of possible wake vorticity interaction. The Degani-Schiff modification tends to choose 
smaller length scales than the original Baldwin-Lomax implementation. As a result, Ilt 
decreases and the separation point tends to move forward (the local flow tends to be 
more laminar). 
The Degani-Schiff correction was used to calculate the new pressure distribution for 
the Model C geometry using the converged Baldwin-Lomax solution as the initial guess. 
The pressure coefficient results from this calculation are compared to experimental data 
in Figure 3.23. At first glance, the Cp profiles for the leading edge slat and main element 
appear to be nearly identical to those for the standard Baldwin-Lomax model. However, 
sporadic pressure oscillations occur on the upper surface of both flaps and the slat lower 
surface, indicating problems defining the separation point. 
The corresponding Fmax and \W\max locations are illustrated in Figure 3.24. The 
length scale difficulties associated with the stagnation streamlines have been reasonably 
corrected. The trailing edge pressure for the main element cove region is also better 
resolved, since Fmax is chosen close to the wall, not in the shear layer. As previously 
noted, the 90% cutoff value appears to change the location of the separation points on 
the lower surface of the slat and the upper trailing edge surface of both flaps. Sporadic 
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Figure 3.23: NASA Model C Degani-Schiff pressure distribution (Moo 
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pressure oscillations appear as Fmax is selected at small, spurious peaks in the F(y) 
function very close to the wall. The desired effect of eliminating extraneous peaks in 
Fmax and I't is not achieved for this case. 
Zero-Equation Model (Baldwin-Lomax with Fmax Correction): It is 
clear that the standard Baldwin-Lomax and Degani-Schiff algebraic model implementa-
tions are not completely satisfactory for the multiple body airfoil geometry. A compro-
mise of the two methods may resolve the problem of multiple Fmax peaks. 
A definite cutoff value for the Fmax search is required for the stagnation streamline 
and cove shear layer flows to prevent the selection of huge length scales. At the same 
time, wall/wake interactions must be treated more robustly than the Degani-Schiff im-
plementation. That is, a cutoff value of 90% appears to be premature in this situation, 
since it is not clear that this Fmax peak criterion yields a smooth viscosity distribution 
in the local flowfield. 
A compromise test for the proper Fmax peak is secured by using a lower cutoff value, 
in the limiting case a negative cutoff value, which corresponds to the original Baldwin-
Lomax implementation. Trial cutoff values in 10% increments were chosen to observe 
the effect on the computed Fmax location after one iteration on the frozen flow solution. 
A value of 30% applied to the Model C configuration generally yields proper treatment 
of the stagnation streamline and cove shear layer regions. At the same time, F max in the 
wall/wake interaction region has sufficient tolerance to allow decisive peak selection. Note 
that for a profile containing a single Fmax peak, the original Baldwin-Lomax, Degani-
Schiff 90% cutoff, and the 30% cutoff give identical length scales, resulting in identical 
I't profiles. 
The pressure distribution for the 30% cutoff value is shown in Figure 3.25. Notice 
the improved suction peaks and lift levels predicted for all elements, particularly the slat 
and second flap. Figure 3.26 shows the corresponding Fmax and Iwl max locations. The 
boundary layer development along each element and the wake paths are clearly evident. 
Mach contours for the Model C configuration are presented in Figure 3.27. Peak 
Mach numbers in acceleration regions are three times the freestream value, indicating 
the local importance of compressible effects. The smooth Mach contours at overset grid 
boundaries demonstrate that the boundary interpolation scheme provides continuous flow 
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Figure 3.27: NASA Model C 30% cutoff Balwin-Lomax Mach number contours 
(Moo == 0.201) 
variable transition between grids. 
Turbulent eddy viscosity contours predicted by the Baldwin-Lomax model with the 
30% cutoff are displayed in Figure 3.28. The obvious discontinuity in contour levels at 
grid boundaries is due to the lack of convective modeling in the Baldwin-Lomax model, 
i.e., eddy viscosity cannot be transported across grid boundaries with this model. The 
high viscosity level in the cove region corresponds to several miscalculated Fmax locations 
in the shear layer, shown in Figure 3.26. 
The large viscosity magnitudes found in the trailing wake regions are due to rapidly 
diffusing vorticity levels as grid spacing increases downstream. For wakes (or free shear 
flows), Udi/ should be computed as 
Udi/ == (Ju2 + v2) - (Ju 2 + v2) 
max Iwlma% (3.27) 
For an ideal shear layer, Udi/ is constant. Therefore F wake is proportional to l/lwlmax 
SInce 
Udi/ 
( )
2 
F wake == Iwl
max 
Iwl max (3.28) 
As Iwlmax decreases, F wake increases, leading to a roughly proportional increase in the 
turbulent eddy viscosity (recall Eqn. 3.24). 
Figure 3.28: 
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NASA Model C 30% cutoff Baldwin-Lomax turbulent eddy viscosity 
contours (:~) 
Note that the wake model will not treat multiple separated or turbulent wakes prop-
erly. The model assumes the existence of a single wake within each specified turbulent 
region. Consequently, a grid forced to resolve multiple shear layers can at best locate the 
maximum strength shear layer for use as the length scale base. 
One-Equation Model (Baldwin-Barth): Solution of a one-equation tur-
bulence model requires little special treatment in the overset grid environment. The 
model's differential equation structure is similar to that of the mean flow equations. 
Thus the field variable, v RT, may be computed in the interior of each grid after apply-
ing appropriate boundary conditions and reading in outer and/or hole boundary data 
provided by overlapping grids. Interpolation is used to assure a smooth field variable 
distribution at grid hole and outer boundaries. 
The Baldwin-Barth model damping functions depend on the normal distance from 
the surface. Thus each body-fitted grid must extend far enough in the normal direction to 
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allow damping functions to be computed. The required normal distance is generally quite 
small, e.g., on the order of a y+ spacing of 150. This is of little practical concern, especially 
since each body-fitted grid must certainly extend beyond the expected boundary layer 
thickness. 
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Figure 3.29: NASA Model C Baldwin-Barth pressure distribution. (Moo = 0.201, 
Re = 2.83xl06 , a = 0.00 ) 
The OVERFLOW NASA Model C Baldwin-Barth pressure distribution is illustrated 
in Figure 3.29. The suction levels on all four elements are underpredicted, similar to the 
standard Baldwin-Lomax model curve in Figure 3.20 except that now the suction peaks 
on the first three elements are markedly lower. This discrepancy may be partially due to 
inadequate grid resolution in the leading edge regions. Rogers et a1.27 show better overall 
lift levels, especially in this region. The Baldwin-Barth model's tendency to underpredict 
flap separation levels at low angles of attack was also noted by Rogers. 
Turbulent eddy viscosity contours predicted by the Baldwin-Barth model are shown 
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Figure 3.30: NASA Model C Baldwin-Barth turbulent eddy viscosity contours (:.:) 
in Figure 3.30. Notice that the eddy viscosity level rapidly falls to zero in the wake 
region. The smooth eddy viscosity contours at grid boundaries indicate that the overset 
grid scheme allows continuous flow variable transition between grids (except in the region 
aft of the second flap in the highly-stretched main element wake grid). 
Transition Modeling: An inherent deficiency in the simulation of turbulence 
effects persists throughout the results. Namely, the experiment allowed free transition on 
all airfoil elements, unlike the computations thus far. The lack of a laminar-to-turbulent 
flow transition model within OVERFLOW requires purely laminar or turbulent regions 
to be specified. The original Baldwin-Lomax paper includes a crude free-transition model 
which effectively simulates a laminar region. The turbulent eddy viscosity is simply set 
to zero throughout the profile in regions where J-Lt max in the profile is below a prescribed 
level. Recent work by Rogers27 suggests a similar method for prescribing the transition 
location with the Baldwin-Barth model. In this case, production terms are set to zero in 
"laminar" flow regions to model specified transition. 
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Kusunose et al.25 reported that the flap loads are sensitive to the precise transition 
point and wake locations. Therefore it is of some interest to at least qualitatively evaluate 
the repercussions of the pure turbulent flow assumption. 
Baldwin-Lomax Zero-Equation Transition Model: The crude Baldwin-
Lomax free-transition model was applied to the Model C configuration with the Fmax 30% 
cutoff correction. Pressure coefficient results are shown in Figure 3.31. It is apparent 
that a transition model dramatically improves the prediction of element suction peaks. 
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Figure 3.31: NASA Model C Baldwin-Lomax 30% cutoff with transition pressure 
distribution (Moo = 0.201, Re = 2.83x106 , a = 0.0°) 
A comparison of predicted turbulent eddy viscosity levels for a profile that passes 
through the leading edge slat wake, "normal" to the main element is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.32. The higher of the two peaks is due to the wall-generated vorticity while the other 
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Figure 3.32: NASA Model C turbulent eddy viscosity profile in the main element 
wall/leading edge slat wake region (X/C = 0.182, Moo = 0.201, 
Re = 2.83x106 , Q = 0.0°) 
results from the slat wake vorticity. Notice that the Baldwin-Lomax transition model 
consistently predicts lower J.Lt values than the 30% cutoff model. The Baldwin-Barth 
curve reveals that the eddy viscosity influence in the normal direction is much smaller 
than the Baldwin-Lomax model in both the near-wall and wake regions. Turbulent eddy 
viscosity profiles in the near-wall region behave just like those presented earlier in Fig-
ure 3.7 for the subsonic flat plate. The Baldwin-Barth model predicts substantially lower 
turbulent eddy viscosity magnitudes in the wake region, indicating a potential problem 
in handling free shear layer flows. 
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CHAPTER 4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL TEST CASES 
Single Grid Domain Configurations 
ISU Square Block/Plate Configuration 
The case of subsonic flow over a solid block resting on a ground plane was selected 
to evaluate turbulence model performance in three-dimensional flows. The goal is to 
qualitatively understand the role of turbulence in 3-D flows and quantitatively compare 
turbulence levels predicted by the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth models. Compu-
tational flow visualization techniques (particle traces and surface oil flow diagrams) are 
presented to gain more physical insight. 
Experimental data for this block/plate configuration is available from a test con-
ducted at Iowa State University in the "environmental" open-circuit wind tunnel. The 
experimental research was conducted by Yu30 under the supervision of Rajagopalan. 
Experimental Model: An illustration of the experimental wind tunnel test con-
figuration is presented in Figure 4.1. Freestream flow enters the constant cross-section 
inlet, passes over the ground plane blunt leading edge, and finally encounters the three-
dimensional block. Observe that the tunnel test section transitions from a constant to a 
tapered cross-section 2.5 ft downstream of the plate leading edge. In addition, a 0.5 inch 
gap exists between the horizontal ground plane and the vertical tunnel walls. 
Experimental pressure coefficient results are available on the block surface for free-
stream velocities ranging from 25-175 ft/sec in increments of 25 ft/sec. Unfortunately, 
at this time, pressure measurements are not available for the ground plane or the tunnel 
walls. 
A scanivalve pressure transducer was used to measure block surface pressures. The 
experimental surface pressures were time-averaged. Quantitative data is not available 
with regard to the turbulence level of the experimental flow. However, efforts were made 
to minimize the overall level of turbulence by cleaning the inlet screens and conducting 
Wind Tunnel Test Configurntion 
Notes: Drawing not to scale 
Ground plane is 0.75" thick 
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Cube (6.25" sides) is centered 49.625" behind plate leading edge 
Constant 
Cross-Section 
Tapered 
Cross-Section 
Figure 4.1: ISU environmental wind tunnel square block/plate test configuration 
experimental tests on calm days. 
Computational Model: The computational model differs from the true test ge-
ometry in three respects. First, the computational wind tunnel cross-section remains 
constant, based on the inlet cross-section. That is, the taper is not modeled in the com-
putation. Second, the computational ground plane intersects the vertical tunnel walls, 
i.e., the wall gap is sealed. Third, while the wind tunnel wall intersections are joined 
by a fillet at 45 degrees, the tunnel walls in the computational model intersect at right 
angles. 
The modeling discrepancies noted above were influenced by the desire to compare 
OVERFLOW results with those predicted using a laminar, incompressible, finite volume 
Navier-Stokes code,30 which will be referred to hereinafter as the LAMINS code. The 
LAMINS flow solver is based on the SIMPLER algorithm20 developed by Patankar and 
Spalding. The LAM INS code uses a single domain computational discretization approach. 
Input geometry conforms to a Cartesian coordinate system. 
Domain Discretization: The three-dimensional flow over the square block/plate 
configuration was initially studied using a single computational grid with the OVER-
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Figure 4.2: LAM INS code fine grid (65x39x43) for the ISU square block/plate con-
figuration 
FLOW flow solver. Two distinct LAMINS Cartesian grids, referred to as the "coarse" 
grid and the "fine" grid were generated algebraically by Yu.30 The LAMINS fine grid was 
selected for use in OVERFLOW solely for the purpose of direct comparison between the 
finite volume LAMINS code and the finite difference OVERFLOW code. 
A three-dimensional plot of the LAMINS code fine grid is presented in Figure 4.2. 
The grid dimensions are 65x39x43 in the streamwise, lateral, and vertical directions, 
respectively. Mesh lines are shown for the right tunnel wall, the top of the plate, the 
surface of the block, and the tunnel exit plane. Cross-sectional views of the mesh are 
illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for the symmetry plane and a block station, respectively. 
Although the grid resolution is hard to interpret in places, it's clear that the grid is not 
composed of "smooth" cell stretching ratios. 
Boundary Conditions: Viscous wall boundary conditions were imposed on the 
four interior tunnel walls, the plate upper and lower surfaces, the plate leading and 
trailing edges, and the five exterior faces of the block. The interior of the block and 
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Figure 4.3: LAMINS code fine grid for the ISU block/plate configuration (x-z sec-
tion of centerline plane) 
-
~ ~ 
Figure 4.4: Closeup view of the LAMINS code fine grid for the ISU block/plate 
configuration (y-z section of the block) 
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the ground plane interior were "blanked out", i.e., no solution was computed in these 
regions. Subsonic inflow/outflow boundary conditions were used at the tunnel inlet and 
exit, respectively. In the case of subsonic inflow, the density and velocity components are 
fixed and the pressure is extrapolated from the interior. The subsonic outflow boundary 
condition fixes the pressure and extrapolates the density and velocity components from 
the interior. 
Turbulence Model Results: In evaluating turbulence model performance, three 
cases were considered. First, a laminar flow was computed. Second, the Baldwin-Lomax 
turbulence model was used for wall-bounded regions. The Baldwin-Lomax wake model 
was not applied in the block wake region. Length scales for turbulence calculations are 
determined by the wall model in this region. Finally, a fully turbulent flow was computed 
using the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model. 
The flow conditions for all cases were Mach 0.134 inflow, a Reynolds number of 0.499 
million, and zero angle of attack. The freest ream Mach number corresponds to an inlet 
velocity of approximately 150 ft/sec. This experimental case was selected for comparison 
because the LAMINS fine grid results were in reasonable agreement. The range of Mach 
numbers possible for comparison is restricted by the fact that the LAMINS code is based 
on an incompressible algorithm while the OVERFLOW solver is based on a compressible 
algorithm. 
Centerline pressure coefficient results are plotted as a function of normalized block 
centerline distance. The centerline distance represents the length along the centerline 
path beginning at the block leading edge/ground plane intersection on the front face, 
proceeding along the block upper surface, and ending at the block trailing edge/ground 
plane intersection on the back face. Thus the interval from 0.0-1.0 represents the front 
face, 1.0-2.0 represents the top face, and 2.0-3.0 represents the back face. 
Laminar Calculation: Laminar flow pressure coefficient results along the block 
centerline are compared to experimental data in Figure 4.5. The LAM INS fine grid 
solution was provided by Yu.30 The LAM INS result predicts a stagnation pressure higher 
than the experiment on the front face of the block. Both the experimental flow and the 
LAMINS computation show a sharp pressure drop at the top corner of the block leading 
edge, although the LAMINS result underpredicts the suction level. Finally, while the 
experimental flow is completely separated on the top face, the LAMINS result indicates 
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Figure 4.5: ISU square block/plate configuration laminar centerline pressure distri-
bution using the LAMINS code fine grid (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
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Figure 4.6: ISU square block/plate configuration turbulent centerline pressure dis-
tribution using the LAM INS code fine grid (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
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a gradual pressure recovery. 
The OVERFLOW result for this case is unacceptable. First, the expected stagnation 
point of Cp ~ 1.0 does not exist. Moreover, the pressure coefficient on the front face of the 
block is nearly zero, indicating nearly freest ream pressure in a region that must physically 
contain a stagnation point. Jagged contours appear in the OVERFLOW computation 
on the top face of the block, suggesting insufficient numerical smoothing in this region. 
Increased grid resolution may help separate the physics from the numerics in this region. 
The OVERFLOW pressure values above and behind the block reflect an accelerated flow 
condition not observed in the experimental data. 
OVERFLOW Turbulent Calculations: Turbulent flow pressure coefficient re-
sults along the block centerline are compared to experimental data in Figure 4.6. It is 
interesting to note that the shape of the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth pressure 
coefficient profiles are similar, although a magnitude offset exists. The general trend 
indicates a level of high pressure (the stagnation point) at about 70% of the height of the 
block front face. As the flow turns the corner, a strong suction region develops above the 
block. The flow remains attached until the back face, at which point the Baldwin~Lomax 
flow appears to remain attached while the Baldwin-Barth flow separates. 
Of the two turbulence models, the Baldwin-Barth model most closely matches the 
experimental data, although the comparison is not outstanding. The Baldwin-Lomax 
result raises doubts about the physical validity of the solution since the stagnation point 
behavior mimics that described above for the OVERFLOW laminar solution. 
OVERFLOW Performance: The agreement between the experimental pres-
sures and the OVERFLOW laminar and turbulent results is not encouraging. Scru-
tinizing the OVERFLOW results has revealed that the maximum pressure on the block 
front face consistently occurs at the two points adjacent to the symmetry plane. This 
result deviates from the intuitive expectation that the forward stagnation point is located 
on the front face symmetry plane. Note that the computed flow on the front, top, and 
rear faces of the block is symmetric. 
Questions concerning solution convergence and whether or not the experimental flow 
was steady and/or turbulent have surfaced. Both the OVERFLOW laminar and turbu-
lent solutions reflect approximately 5000 iterations each. At this point, the velocity field 
ahead of the block is reasonably well-developed, although convergence was not declared. 
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Oscillating pressure magnitudes on the block centerline indicated some unsteadiness. 
However, it is difficult to establish if the unsteady behavior is due to the flow physics, 
incomplete convergence, or if it is artificially induced by the grid. 
One source of error in the OVERFLOW calculations (using the LAMINS fine grid) 
is thought to be grid-related. That is, abrupt transitions in grid point clustering near 
the cube (recall Figures 4.3 and 4.4) has resulted in rapidly changing grid cell volumes in 
the field. Observe that one-dimensional cell stretching ratios commonly exceed 150% in 
the LAMINS fine grid. The resulting erratic impact on the metrics certainly contributes 
to the observed OVERFLOW solution anomalies. 
Additional discrepancies between the OVERFLOW predictions and the experimen-
tal data may be induced by the fact that the block flowfield includes large cross flow 
regions. The OVERFLOW code is based on the Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes equations.20 
All viscous cross-derivative terms are neglected in the computational model. Thus in 
crossflow regions, the concept of "streamwise" flow is not applicable and the thin-layer 
assumption breaks down. 
Finally, the decision to compare OVERFLOW results with the LAMINS solution 
using the LAMINS fine grid was, in hindsight, not a proper choice. Recall that the 
LAMINS fine grid was generated for use in a finite volume code. It is clear for this case 
that the same grid resolution is inadequate for use in the OVERFLOW finite difference 
code. Inspection of the grid near the tunnel walls, the fiat plate surface, and the block 
walls reveals less than five grid points in the expected boundary layer region. Simply 
stated, the expectation of resolving laminar or turbulent boundary layers developing 
along viscous walls, while using less than five grid points in the wall-normal direction, is 
questionable. 
Multiple Grid Domain Configurations 
ISU Square Block/Plate Configuration 
Problems encountered with the LAM INS fine grid underscore the importance of 
intelligent domain discretization. The fine grid was scrapped for OVERFLO\V purposes. 
At this point a decision was made to discretize the block/plate problem using the Chimera 
grid approach. Two grids were generated using the hyperbolic-tangent stretching function 
used earlier for the flat plate. The outer "farfield" grid encompasses the wind tunnel 
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volume, including the tunnel walls and the flat plate. A smaller, embedded inner grid 
resolves the flow near the block. The tunnel and block grid dimensions in the streamwise, 
lateral, and vertical directions are 65x39x43 and 61x49x43, respectively. 
r--", 
• • . . 
Figure 4.7: Chimera grid arrangement for the ISU block/plate configuration (x-z 
section of centerline plane) 
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Figure 4.8: Closeup view of the Chimera grid arrangement for the ISU block/plate 
configuration (x-z section of centerline plane) 
A cross-sectional view of the Chimera grid configuration symmetry plane is illus-
trated in Figure 4.7. The tunnel grid is drawn with solid lines. A hole in the tunnel grid 
has been cut out by the block grid. The block grid outer boundary is drawn with dashed 
lines. The block and plate perimeters are shown for reference. 
A closeup view of the hole boundary region shown in Figure 4.7 is given in Figure 4.8. 
Here the block grid is drawn with solid lines while the tunnel grid section is shown with 
dotted lines. The same line convention is used in Figure 4.9, which illustrates a closeup 
view of the hole boundary at a section through the block. 
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Figure 4.9: Closeup view of the Chimera grid arrangement for the ISU block/plate 
configuration (y-z section of the block) 
The choice of a Chimera grid arrangement over the use of a single refined grid was 
influenced by two factors. First, the primary research goal is to demonstrate the use of 
turbulence models in an overset grid environment. Second, the use of multiple grids allows 
grid points to be clustered in high gradient regions, potentially reducing the number of 
points left in relatively uniform flow regions. The computational expense incurred can 
thus be decreased compared to grids containing clustered points in farfield regions. This 
does not suggest that, in general, "the use of overset grids will automatically yield more 
accurate solutions than single grid domains." 
The LAMINS fine grid and the Chimera block grid resolutions on the front face 
of the block are compared in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. The Chimera grid is 
clustered near the boundaries. Observe the smooth spacing transition as cell volumes 
increase towards the center of the face. The Chimera grid contains nearly four times as 
many points on the block exterior faces as the LAMINS fine grid used previously. 
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Figure 4.10: Block front face grid (llx15) in the LAMINS code fine grid 
Figure 4.11: Block front face grid (25x25) in the Chimera grid arrangement 
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OVERFLOW Laminar Calculation: The OVERFLOW laminar flow pressure 
coefficient results along the Chimera grid block centerline are compared to experimental 
data in Figure 4.12. The LAMINS code fine grid solution is shown for reference. 
The OVERFLOW result captures the general shape of the experimental pressure 
profile. However, the stagnation pressure level on the front face and the peak suction 
magnitude near the top corner of the block leading edge are significantly different from the 
experiment. Observe that on the front face, a slight pressure drop is found near the plate 
due to recirculating flow ahead of the block. The computed stagnation pressure is higher 
than the experimental value, consistent with the LAMINS fine grid solution. Finally, 
shape similarities (aft of the block leading edge) between the OVERFLOvV laminar 
solution and the experimental data suggest that the experimental flow was laminar . 
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Figure 4.12: ISU square block/plate configuration laminar centerline pressure dis-
tribution using the Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
OVERFLOW Turbulent Calculations: The OVERFLOW turbulent flow pres-
sure coefficient results along the Chimera grid block centerline are compared to experi-
mental data in Figure 4.13. Once again the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth pressure 
profile shapes reveal similarities. As for the laminar calculation, a slight pressure drop is 
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found on the front face near the plate, due to recirculating flow ahead of the block. The 
computed stagnation pressures for both the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth models 
are markedly" higher than the experiment. However, both turbulent computations predict 
initial suction magnitudes reasonably close to the experimental data near the top corner 
of the block leading edge. 
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Figure 4.13: ISU square block/plate configuration turbulent centerline pressure dis-
tribution using the Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
The experimental flow appears to be separated on the top face. The OVERFLOW 
turbulent solutions indicate separation near the top face leading edge. Computed particle 
traces reveal a reversed flow region on the aft region of the top face. Observe that the 
Baldwin-Barth model predicts a region of increased suction when rounding the rear corner 
of the top face, in agreement with the experiment. This detail is not captured in the 
Baldwin-Lomax solution. Finally, both turbulence models predict a completely separated 
flow on the block back face, whereas a slight pressure recovery is seen in the experiment. 
Clearly the expense of generating the Chimera grid arrangement and the subsequent 
OVERFLOW solutions for the laminar, Baldwin-Lomax, and Baldwin-Barth solutions 
has improved the pressure coefficient results. The flow conditions, boundary conditions, 
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and block/plate geometry used for the Chimera grid arrangement cases were identical to 
those described earlier for the LAMINS fine grid cases. Since the grid spacing was the 
only variable, credence is given to the previous hypothesis that "one source of error in the 
OVERFLOW calculations (using the LAM INS fine grid) is believed to be grid-related." 
Although the OVERFLOW predictions have improved using the Chimera grid ar-
rangement, significant discrepancies remain when comparing to the experimental data. 
The block flowfield includes large crossflow and reversed flow regions. The OVERFLOW 
code is based on the Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes equations and includes viscous terms in 
each of the coordinate directions. However, all viscous cross-derivative terms are ne-
glected in the computational model. The absence of viscous cross-derivative terms there-
fore limits the applicability of the OVERFLOW code to flowfields containing significant 
crossflow. 
Other possible error sources include the geometric modeling differences between the 
experimental setup and the computational model, outlined previously. For the sake of 
completion, the possibility of experimental instrumentation errors must also be consid-
ered. In particular, the freestream velocity measurement is suspect since the use of a 
pitot-static tube requires perfect streamwise alignment for an accurate total pressure 
reading. 
OVERFLOW Solution Visualization: Three-dimensional particie traces and 
oil flow plots are presented for the OVERFLOW laminar, Baldwin-Lomax, and Baldwin-
Barth solutions in Figures 4.14-4.15, Figures 4.16-4.17, and Figures 4.18-4.19, respec-
tively. Plots were produced using PLOT3D.14 The line drawing convention throughout 
Figures 4.14-4.19 is consistent. Block and plate edges are drawn with dotted lines while 
particle traces and oil flow patterns are represented by solid lines. The symmetry plane 
permits results to be presented on one-half of the computational domain, thereby mini-
mizing plot clutter. 
When reviewing the particle trace plots, the most noticeable trend is that the recir-
culation region ahead of the block is largest for the laminar case. Inspection of the oil 
flow diagrams clearly reveals large regions of cross flow for all three cases (laminar flow, 
Baldwin-Lomax turbulent flow, and Baldwin-Barth turbulent flow). Reversed flow and 
cross flow regions are most prevalent in the laminar calculation. Between the three solu-
tions, the Baldwin-Lomax solution contains the smallest amount of reversed flow ahead 
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Figure 4.14: OVERFLOW laminar particle trace for the ISU square block/plate 
Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
Figure 4.15: OVERFLOW laminar oil flow for the ISU square block/plate Chimera 
grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
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Figure 4.16: OVERFLOW turbulent Baldwin-Lomax particle trace for the ISU 
square block/plate Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
Figure 4.17: OVERFLOW turbulent Baldwin-Lomax oil flow for the ISU square 
block/plate Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
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Figure 4.18: OVERFLOW turbulent Baldwin-Barth particle trace for the ISU 
square block/plate Chimera grid arrangement (Ux; = 150 ft/sec) 
··_····>:>1 
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Figure 4.19: OVERFLOW turbulent Baldwin-Barth oil flow for the ISU square 
block/plate Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
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of the block. The two turbulent oil flow plots illustrate distinct vertical vortices in the 
block wake region. 
OVERFLOW Turbulence Levels: A quantitative understanding of the role of 
turbulence in the block/plate flow is obtain~d by comparing turbulent eddy viscosity 
values. Profiles of turbulent eddy viscosity along the centerline plane are presented for 
stations slightly ahead of the block (Figure 4.20), through the block (Figure 4.21), and 
slightly downstream of the block (Figure 4.22). 
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Figure 4.20: OVERFLOW centerline turbulent eddy viscosity profile (ahead of the 
block) for the ISU square block/plate Chimera grid (x = 106.9 in) 
Consistent axis scales and line conventions have been used to facilitate comparisons. 
Baldwin-Lomax results are presented with solid lines while Baldwin-Barth results are 
shown with dashed lines. The tunnel grid solution is distinguished with circles whereas 
no symbols were used for the block grid results. 
In the following discussion, reference will be made to eddy viscosity peaks corre-
sponding to Figures 4.20-4.22. Nominally, a vertical profile through the wind tunnel 
section will yield four or five eddy viscosity peaks, counting from the lower tunnel wall: 
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. Figure 4.21: OVERFLOW centerline turbulent eddy viscosity profile (section 
through the block) for the ISU square block/plate Chimera grid (x 
= 114.5 in) 
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Figure 4.22: OVERFLOW centerline turbulent eddy viscosity profile (behind the 
block) for the ISU square block/plate Chimera grid (x = 136.1 in) 
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• Peak 1 - due to the boundary layer developing along the tunnel lower wall (tunnel 
grid) 
• Peak 2 - due to the boundary layer developing along the plate lower surface (tunnel 
grid) 
• Peak 3 - due to the boundary layer developing along the plate/block upper surface 
(block grid) 
• Peak 4 - due to the shear layer exiting from the block upper surface (block grid) 
• Peak 5 - due to the boundary layer developing along the tunnel upper wall (tunnel 
grid) 
Considering only tunnel grid wall-bounded peaks 1,2, and 5, observe that the trends 
for each station are similar. That is, the Baldwin-Barth model predicts a consistently 
higher eddy viscosity magnitude than the Baldwin-Lomax model. A characteristic not 
seen in previous wall-bounded eddy viscosity profiles is that now the Baldwin-Barth 
viscosity magnitude does not drop to zero in a significantly shorter normal distance than 
the Baldwin-Lomax curve. Recall that eddy viscosity magnitudes drop to zero in either 
freestream flow or hole regions. 
Peak 3 in Figure 4.20 is due to the boundary layer developing along the plate upper 
surface. The Baldwin-Lomax model clearly has problems selecting a reasonable length 
scale in this recirculating flow region. Two huge eddy viscosity peaks appear in the 
Baldwin-Lomax profile, one apparently above and one below the forward stagnation 
streamline. The Baldwin-Barth model predicts a single peak of much lower magnitude. 
The boundary layer developing along the block upper surface gives rise to peak 3 
in Figure 4.21. Both the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth turbulence models pre-
dict similar eddy viscosity peak magnitudes. Here the eddy viscosity profile shapes are 
reminiscent of those seen earlier for the flat plat and NASA Model C wall-bounded flows. 
Finally, peak 3 in Figure 4.22 is a result of the plate upper surface boundary layer 
developing in close proximity to the block wake flow. The peak eddy viscosity magnitudes 
predicted by the two turbulence models are nearly identical. However, while the Baldwin-
Barth model accounts for the block wake vorticity (note the inflection in curve 3), the 
Baldwin-Lomax viscosity value abruptly drops to zero. This is due to the fact that a 
turbulent boundary condition limited the length scale search in the vertical direction. 
Use of the Baldwin-Lomax wall-bounded model can at best resolve either the boundary 
layer flow or the wake flow, but not both simultaneously. That is, choosing a length scale 
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based on the boundary layer ignores the wake vorticity. On the otherhand, selecting a 
length scale based on the wake vorticity yields unreasonably high eddy viscosity values 
throughout the profile. 
Centerline turbulent eddy viscosity contours predicted by the Baldwin-Lomax and 
Baldwin-Barth models are illustrated in Figures 4.23 and 4.24, respectively. Boundary 
layer development along the tunnel and plate walls is evident. 
FO'cusing on the Baldwin-Lomax model, discontinuous eddy viscosity contours are 
found in the overlap region between the tunnel and block grids. Furthermore, a problem 
exists in determining length scales in the corner region ahead of the block. Here length 
scales are computed based on the normal distance above the plate and/or the normal 
distance ahead of the block front face. The minimum eddy viscosity value is used at points 
which lie in regions where the length scale computation overlaps. Similar problems exist 
in the backward-facing step region, with the added complication of a shear layer near 
the block top surface. Finally, in the channel flow region below the plate, it appears 
that the boundary layers developing along the tunnel wall and the plate surface merge. 
That is, the length scale search from the lower tunnel wall picks up vorticity in the plate 
boundary layer, yielding huge eddy viscosity values. The Baldwin-Lomax boundary layer 
merging behavior is not physically correct. 
The differences between the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth eddy viscosity plots 
are striking. Continuous turbulent eddy viscosity contours are evident in the Baldwin-
Barth solution. Recirculation regions ahead of and above the block are clearly defined, 
with smooth contours throughout the wake region. Observe that the boundary layer 
merging anomaly present in the Baldwin-Lomax result is not found in the Baldwin-Barth 
solution. 
Space Shuttle Ascent Configuration 
Background: The 3-D shuttle launch configuration is just one testbed for Navier-
Stokes technology to be applied today. Previous works by Buning et a1.31 ,32 and Martin 
and Slotnick33 have detailed efforts to predict the flowfield about the space shuttle launch 
vehicle. These calculations have relied solely on the standard Baldwin-Lomax algebraic 
turbulence model. The computational model of the shuttle geometry illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.25 contains the major components: the external tank (ET), Orbiter, and solid 
rocket boosters (SRBs), as well as forward and aft attach hardware between the Orbiter 
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Figure 4.23: OVERFLOW Baldwin-Lomax turbulent eddy viscosity contours for 
the ISU square block/plate Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 
ft/sec) 
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Figure 4.24: OVERFLOW Baldwin-Barth turbulent eddy viscosity contours for the 
ISU square block/plate Chimera grid arrangement (Uoo = 150 ft/sec) 
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Figure 4.25: Computational model of space shuttle launch configuration 
and ET, and the SRB attach ring. 
Flow about the shuttle includes wake flow from the forward attach in close proximity 
to. the Orbiter and ET boundary layers, forward and backward-facing step flow about the 
SRB .attach ring, transonic airfoil flow about the Orbiter wing, and separated base flow 
at the back of each of the major components. It is reasonable to assume that problems 
such as those illustrated by the transonic airfoils and the NASA Model C configuration 
are present in this complex multiple body simulation. 
Improved modeling of viscous quantities directly affects computed vehicle loads, 
which in turn govern structural, propulsive, and control surface design. At the same 
time, correctly modeling flight Reynolds number conditions for the integrated shuttle 
vehicle provides insight into the 3-D flow physics. Knowledge of off-design trajectory 
loads is critical in the event of an emergency abort during ascent to orbit. Identifying 
wider flight envelopes and higher payloads are projected payoffs. 
The shuttle vehicle experiences peak dynamic loads during the transonic ascent 
phase corresponding to a Mach range of 0.6 to 2.0. Although wing pressures and total 
integrated vehicle forces are close to measured flight values, a discrepancy exists between 
measured and computed wing loads.I9 Knowledge of the exact wing loads is crucial during 
the maximum dynamic pressure phase of the launch. 
Based on experience with the transonic airfoil cases, it's obvious that transport 
equations are necessary to account for the convection of turbulence effects in the presence 
of shocks. Further, Mavriplis and Martinelli26 observed that the k-f. two-equation model 
provides greater flexibility for simulating complex geometry flowfields than algebraic 
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models. Finally, Deese et a1.34 proposed the use of one- or two-equation turbulence 
models because the solution of differential equations is directly compatible with goals to 
simulate transonic wake and plume flows for launch vehicles. The differential equation 
structure of these higher-order turbulence models is similar to that of the flow solver and 
species concentration equations. 
An investigation of turbulence model performance for subsonic and supersonic flows 
about launch vehicles with embedded separated flow regions was conducted by Deese 
et a1.34 After comparing algebraic models with the k-f. model, Deese et al. concluded that 
the k-f. model better treats shock-induced separation, is more computationally intensive, 
converges slower, but is easier to use to model wake and plume flowfields than algebraic 
models. The space shuttle computational ascent effort has needs and goals common to 
those mentioned above. Current efforts are focused on improving the launch configuration 
geometric model via attach hardware and main engine definition, as well as modeling 
rocket plume effects. At the same time, driven by the arguments above, interest in 
higher-order turbulence models is escalating . 
. Efforts to apply the Baldwin-Barth model to the flow simulation remain incomplete. 
However, it is instructive to examine the behavior of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence 
model to understand its effect on the accuracy of the flow simulation, as well as the 
ability to predict differences between wind tunnel and flight Reynolds number flowfields. 
Current Applications: As an example of turbulence model behavior in an over-
lapping grid region, a station on the symmetry plane between the Orbiter and external 
tank is examined. Profiles of F(y) are shown in Figure 4.26. The standard Baldwin-
Lomax search for Fmax will select the incorrect peak, the one closest to the opposite 
body. Here Fmax should be found at the diamond symbol on the solid/dashed line for the 
ET /Orbiter grid, respectively. In this location, the Degani-Schiff idea of a cutoff correc-
tion is necessary to choose the appropriate F max peak, resulting in a reasonable turbulent 
eddy viscosity. If the 30% cutoff value is not selected, an artificially large length scale 
will be calculated, resulting in the J-lt profiles shown in Figure 4.27. 
Profiles of J-lt computed using the 30% cutoff value are illustrated in Figure 4.28. 
Now the eddy viscosity peaks in the wall-generated vorticity region of each grid and falls 
to zero as it approaches the opposite wall. This behavior is expected since each grid 
should not intersect the opposite body boundary layer. However, use of the 30% cutoff 
value in separated flow regions leads to a large reduction in J-lt levels and limits J-lt to 
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Figure 4.26: Profile of F(y) vs. Z between the Orbiter (top) and ET (Moo = 1.25, 
Re = IO.OxI06 /1000 in, a = -5.10°) 
the wall-bounded reverse flow, leaving the shear layer laminar (as in the cove region of 
the NASA Model C configuration). In fact, use of the 30% cutoff value for the entire 
shuttle led to an instability in the flow on the upper Orbiter fuselage ahead of the Orbiter 
maneuvering system (OMS) pods. If the local flow is unsteady, changes in the Fmax peak 
location alter the eddy viscosity magnitude, causing the separation point to move forward 
or aft. This may induce artificial unsteadiness to the computation. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
The implementation of two different types of turbulence models for a flow solver 
using the Chimera overset grid method have been examined. Various turbulence model 
characteristics, such as length scale determination and transition modeling, had a signif-
icant impact on the computed pressure distribution for a multi-element airfoil case. 
The following conclusions are made: 
1. There is no inherent problem with using either algebraic or one-equation turbulence 
models with an overset grid scheme. However, the accurate prediction of turbulence 
for multiple body or complex geometry flows is very difficult with either turbulence 
model, regardless of the gridding method. 
2. When using an overset grid scheme, knowledge of hole boundary locations is es-
sential to avoid searching through the interior of a body for an algebraic length 
scale or solving differential equations in this region. Discretion must also be used 
to avoid generating grids which intersect another body's boundary layer. 
3. The outer edge of the turbulent boundary layer or shear layer is never explicitly 
determined when using the Baldwin-Lomax model. However, it is apparent that 
Fmax is located within the boundary layer and Iwlmax is located at the center of 
the shear layer. If Fmax or Iwl max is determined at any other position, the error is 
indicative of model limitations or incorrect application. 
4. When using the Baldwin-Lomax model, the search for Fmax and the corresponding 
length scale is temperamental for regions near stagnation streamlines, shear lay-
ers in close proximity to a wall, reversed flow, or any region containing multiple 
vorticity-generating and/or convecting surfaces. 
5. For complex geometry flowfields, modification of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence 
model is necessary to select the appropriate length scale in wall-bounded regions. 
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A Degani-Schiff-type modification generally produces a more reasonable eddy vis-
cosity distribution, but ( a) is not totally robust, and (b) still ignores turbulence in 
shear layers emanating from flow separation. 
6. Adaptive mesh capabilities are required to better resolve developing shear layers 
with the Baldwin-Lomax wake model. Adaptive grids provide improved resolution 
of flow gradients, e.g., shock waves, independent of the turbulence model. However, 
the coupling of grid adaption techniques in an overset grid environment is at best a 
research topic concerned with interpolation stencil definition at grid outer and/or 
hole boundaries. 
7. The Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model's use of distinct inner and outer layer equa-
tions causes slope discontinuity between eddy viscosity profiles within a given grid. 
Furthermore, lack of provisions to store and interpolate J.lt results in gross discon-
tinuities at grid boundaries. 
8. The overset grid approach presents no obstacle to use of a one- (or two-) equation 
turbulence model, as turbulence field variables are interpolated at grid boundaries 
in the same manner as the basic flow variables, thereby avoiding length scale pit-
falls. This provides a smooth distribution of turbulent eddy viscosity across grid 
boundaries. In addition, the differential equation structure provides smooth con-
vection of turbulence quantities, improving treatment for transonic flows. 
9. Both the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth turbulence models have problems 
providing accurate eddy viscosity levels for complex, multiple body flowfields such 
as a multi-element airfoil or the Space Shuttle launch vehicle. The Baldwin-Lomax 
model (and modifications thereof) have trouble determining a length scale in certain 
regions, and generally do not correctly handle separated flow regions. The Baldwin-
Barth model does not produce correct turbulent eddy viscosity values in free shear 
layers, which are present in the majority of complex, multiple body flows. In 
addition, there is evidence that the Baldwin-Barth model can not accurately predict 
velocity profiles in regions of shock-induced separation. 
10. Efforts to simulate complex, multiple body flowfields including chemical reactions 
naturally point toward turbulence models with structures similar to the mean flow 
equations, i.e., turbulence models consisting of a single partial differential equation 
or a system of partial differential equations. 
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SOFTWARE NOTES 
Surface definition refinement for the NASA Model C airfoil configuration was accom-
plished via the General Dynamics GRIDGEN35 program. The airfoil surface definition 
documented in the report by Omar et a1.28 was first input to GRIDGEN, establishing 
the knot points. Cubic B-splines were then used to create a continuous surface model 
which became the basis for the clustering algorithms used to create the final airfoil com-
putational point distribution. 
The 2-D mesh and 3-D surface plots were generated using PLOT3D .14 Most of the 
2-D plots comparing analytical or experimental data to computational results are the 
product of QPLOT.36 Other 2-D illustrations were created using XFIG. 
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APPENDIX 1: BALDWIN-LOMAX ZERO-EQUATION MODEL 
Baldwin-Lomax Turbulent Wall Model 
Early zero-equation turbulence models, e.g., Cebeci,7 required the explicit determi-
nation of the outer edge of the boundary layer. The Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model 
eliminates this task by using the vorticity distribution to compute the required length 
scales for boundary layers and wakes. 
The Prandtl-Van Driest formulation is used to model the viscous sublayer of the 
turbulent boundary layer such that 
(5.1 ) 
where 
(5.2) 
k = 0.4, A+ = 26.0, Iwl is the vorticity magnitude 
Iwl = (OU _ OV)2 + (ov _ OW)2 + (ow _ ou)2 oy ox oz oy ox oz (5.3) 
and 
Y+ = YVI-rwIPw 
J..lw 
(5.4) 
The outer region of the turbulent boundary layer is modeled by 
(5.5) 
where J( is the Clauser constant and Ccp is a constant. In general, for flow over a viscous 
wall 
(5.6) 
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The quantities Ymax and Fmax are determined from the function 
(5.7) 
where Fmax is the maximum value of F(y) that occurs m a profile and Ymax is the 
corresponding value of Y at which it occurs. The function Fkleb(Y) is the Klebanoff 
intermittency factor given by 
(5.8) 
The Fk1eb(y) function ramps from a value of one at Y = Ymax to zero far away, and is 
intended to model the intermittent nature of eddies at the edge of the turbulent layer. 
Baldwin-Lomax Turbulent Wake Model 
The development that follows is paraphrased from an investigation by Buning, de-
tailed in Reference 37. 
Use of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model for wakes .has historically been some-
what ambiguous, due in part to two errors in· the initial paper describing the model4 
which were propagated throughout subsequent research publications. Two corrections 
have been made by the original authors of the paper which generally have not been re-
flected in other works using the model. First, the original paper listed Cwk = 0.25, rather 
than Cwk = 1.0. The second correction is somewhat more subtle. For wakes (or free 
shear flows), Udij should be computed as 
Udij = (Ju2 + v 2) - (Ju2 + v 2) 
max Yma", 
(5.9) 
The turbulent eddy viscosity in a wake .or free shear layer is modeled by Eqn. 5.5. The 
Fwake quantity defined by Eqn. 5.6 for a viscous wall now becomes 
2 
L' C Ymaxudif 
rwake = wk F. 
max 
(5.10) 
As noted by Baldwin and Lomax,4 the exponential term in Eqn. 5.7 for F(y) is set to 
zero in wakes, so that 
F(y) = ylwl (5.11) 
Deiwert et al.38 states, "It is important that the coordinate 1] [y here) be measured from 
some reference plane away from the shear layer (reasonably far away) so that it has 
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negligible influence on the determination of Fmax." Thus, from Eqn. 5.11, the intent is 
for Fmax to occur at Iwl max . Eqn. 5.10 then becomes 
UdiJ 
( )
2 
Fwake = Cwk IWl
max 
Iwl max (5.12) 
Deiwert suggests using the quantity UdiJ / Iwl max as the length scale for wake and shear 
layer flows, a natural choice from this form of Fwake . In fact, if we substitute Ymax = 
UdiJ/lwl max and Fmax = Ymaxlwlmax into Eqn. 5.6, we get 
UdiJ 
( )
2 
Fwake = Iwl
max 
Iwl max (5.13) 
hence a logical choice of Cwk = 1. We note here that Iwl max occurs at the center of the 
shear layer. 
The definition of UdiJ for wakes requires further investigation, specifically the mean-
ing of (v'u2 + v 2 ) • Recall that the intent of measuring Y from far away is to ensure 
Ymo.:r 
that Ymax occurs at Iwlmax. Thus Eqn. 5.9 becomes 
(5.14) 
For a shear layer, this corresponds to half the velocity change across the layer. 
The Klebanoff intermittency function Fkleb is the other piece of the model requiring 
a length scale. Deiwert uses 
IY-yol [ 6]-1 Fkleb = 1 + 5.5 ( Ck1eb Yw ) (5.15) 
where Yo is the middle of the shear layer and Yw is the width of the layer. No suggestions 
on how to determine these are given. 
A logical choice for Yo is simply Ymax, the location of maximum vorticity. An attempt 
could be made to measure the width of the layer, Yw, based on the location of (u2 + v2 )max 
and (u2 + v2 )min, but these locations can vary widely in an actual calculation where the 
flow is more complex than a simple shear layer. An error in the estimation of the width 
would have a large effect on the magnitude of the turbulent eddy viscosity. Instead, 
choose the same length scale used for Fwake 
UdiJ 
Yw = 
Iwl max 
(5.16) 
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The Klebanoff intermittency function is now written as 
(5.17) 
Centering Fkleb on the point of maximum vorticity is fine for a shear layer, but will 
not provide a reasonable eddy viscosity distribution for any profile which includes more 
than one shear layer, even such a simple profile as a wake. 
Transition Model 
A crude means for simulating transition from a laminar to turbulent flow is suggested 
in the original Baldwin-Lomax paper.4 If the maximum computed value of J.lt in a given 
profile is less than a prescribed value, J.lt is zeroed everywhere in the profile. Thus, 
if (J.lc)max in profile < C mutm (J.loo) then (J.lt )everywhere in profile = 0 (5.18) 
The constants used in the relations presented thus far were based on the Cebec? 
formulation for transonic, constant pressure boundary layers. The values are 
A+ = 26.0 Ccp = 1.6 Ckleb = 0.3 
C wk = 1.0 k = 0.4 J( = 0.0168 
Pr = 0.72 Prt = 0.9 C mutm = 14.0 
OVERFLOW Implementation 
The two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity model described above has been implemented 
in the OVERFLOW17 flow solver according to the following conventions: 
1. Baldwin-Lomax4 define the two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity model as 
{ 
J.ltinner 
J.lt = 
J.ltouter 
for Y S Ycrouover 
for Y > Ycrossover 
(5.19) 
where Y is the normal distance from the wall and Ycrossover is the minimum Y at 
which J.ltinner = J.ltouter' In OVERFLOW this is implemented as 
. {J.ltinner J.lt = m2n 
J.ltouter 
(5.20) 
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2. The use of non dimensional variables in OVERFLOW introduces a factor of Reaoo 
in the nondimensional form of Eqns. 5.1, 5.4, and 5.5. The derivation of this term 
is accomplished by applying thenondimensionalization technique described by An-
derson et a1.20 Quantities superscripted with an asterisk (*) denote nondimensional 
values and L is a specified reference length. The following substitutions will be 
made for dimensional terms: 
x = x*L y = y*L z = z*L 1 
-
1* L 
u = u*aoo v = v*aoo w = w*aoo /1t = /1;/100 
P = P*Poo Pw= P:'Poo /1 = /1*/100 /1w= /1:'/100 
Substituting equivalent dimensional quantities into Eqn. 5.3 gives 
(5.21) 
Rearranging terms yields 
Iwl = 
or 
( 8u· _ 8V.) 2 + (8V. _ 8W.) 2 + (8W. _ 8U.) 2 8y· 8x· 8z· 8y· 8x· 8z· 
Iwl _ aoo Iw*1 
L 
Beginning with Eqn. 5.1 we have 
Collecting freestream terms gives 
Clearly this is simply 
* *1*21 *IR /1t = P w eaoo 
where 
In a similar manner Eqn. 5.4 becomes 
+ y* L-jITw\P:'Poo 
Y = * /1wi'oo 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
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Recalling that 
Tw = /lw (~u) 
y y=O 
and substituting equivalent dimensional terms gives 
* a(u*aoo ) * au* (/looaoo ) 
T w = /lw/l oo a(y* L) = /lw ay* L 
Simplifying Eqn. 5.30 and substituting into Eqn. 5.28 yields 
y* L l/l~ ~;: I (/loo 7:-) P~Poo 
y+ = ----!....--------
/l~/loo 
Reducing this expression gives 
y* IT:' Ip~ (pooll:,ooL ) 
y+ = -"------
/l~ 
which is equivalent to 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
Finally, in the outer region of the turbulent boundary layer, Eqn. 5.5 becomes 
(5.34) 
where 
z;t _ (* L)F( ) - (* L)2 aoo I *1[1 - -y+ /A+j 
rwake - Ymax Ymax - Y max L w e (5.35) 
and 
Fk/,'(Y) = F'I,'(Y') = [1 + 5.5 ( C k/" y~:~L ) T I (5.36) 
Then, substituting Eqns. 5.35 and 5.36 into 5.34 results in 
* l(G * (* L)2 aoo \ *\[1 -y+ /A+]F* ( *) /It /loo = l' cpP Poo Ymax L W - e kleb Y (5.37) 
Rearranging terms gives 
* KC * {* (* I *1[1 -y+ /A+])} F* ( *) (pooaooL) /It = cpP Y max Y max W - e kleb Y /loo (5.38) 
but 
F * = * I *1[1 - -y+ /A+] max Y max W e (5.39) 
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and 
(5.40) 
so that Eqn. 5.38 reduces to 
J..L; = KGepp* FwakeFkleb(Y*) Reaoo (5.41 ) 
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APPENDIX 2: BALDWIN-BARTH ONE-EQUATION MODEL 
Model Summary 
An abbreviated description of the Baldwin-BarthS one-equation model follows below. 
The field equation v RT is 
The functions used in this field equation are given in Eqns. 5.43-5.48 below. 
The turbulent kinematic viscosity and the turbulent eddy viscosity are defined as 
The damping functions are 
D - 1 -y+/A+ 1- -e 
- +/A+ D2 = 1 - e y 2 
Finally, the production term is 
(.5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
(5.46) 
(5.47) 
(5.48) 
(5.49) 
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Constants 
The following constants are used in the equations above 
'" = 0.41 
cfJ. = 0.09 
Cq = 1.2 
A+ = 26.0 
C(2 =.2.0 
At = 10.0 
Boundary Conditions 
The recommended boundary conditions for Eqn. 5.42 are 
1. Solid Walls: Specify RT = O. 
2. Inflow (V. n < 0): Specify RT = (RT)oo < 1. 
3. Outflow (V . n > 0): Extrapolate RT from interior values. 
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APPENDIX 3: COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS AND RELATIONS 
Generalized Curvilinear Coordinate Transformations 
e e(x, y, z, t) 
1] 1](x, y, z, t) 
( 
-
((x, y, z, t) 
r 
-
t 
Transformation from physical to computational domain. 
(x,y,z,t) --+- (e,1],Cr) 
Using a chain rule expansion 
Ot - OT + etOe + 1]tOTj + (to, 
Ox = exOe + 1]xOTj + (rO, 
Oy - eyOe + TJy01/ + (yO, 
Oz - ezOe + 1]z01/ + (zO, 
which can be written in matrix form 
Ot 1 et 1]t (t OT 
Ox 0 ex TJx (x oe 
-Oy 0 ey TJy (y 01/ 
oz 0 ez TJz (z 0, 
Transformation from computational to physical domain. 
(e,TJ,(,r) --+- (x,y,z,t) 
(5.50) 
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Again applying a chain rule expansion 
8T 8t + xT8x + yT8y + zT8z 
8e - xe8x + Ye8y + ze8z 
8Tj xTj8x + YTj8y + zTj8z 
8( x(8x + y(8y + z(8z 
In matrix form, this becomes 
8T 1 XT YT ZT 8t 
8e 0 xe Ye ze 8x 
8Tj 0 xTj YTj Z1] 8y (5.51) 
8( 0 x( Y( z( 8z 
which is equivalent to 
8T 1 XT YT ZT 1 et 7Jt (t 8T 
8e 0 xe Ye ze 0 ex 7Jx (x 8e 
-
8T/ 0 xT/ Y1] z1] 0 ey 7Jy (y 81] 
(5.52) 
8( 0 X( Y( Z( 0 ez 7Jz (z 8( 
so that clearly 
1 XT YT ZT 1 et 7Jt (t 1 0 0 0 
0 xe Ye ze 0 ex 7Jx (x 0 1 0 0 
-
0 x1] YT/ z1] 0 ey 7Jy (y 0 0 1 0 
(5.53) 
0 x( Y( z( 0 ez 7Jz (z 0 0 0 1 
Thus one transform matrix must be the inverse of the other. Computing 
we find that 
1 XT YT 
0 xe Ye 
0 x7j Y7j 
0 x( Y( 
where 
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-1 
J-1 ZT A B C 
ze 1 0 (y7jz( - Y(Z7j) -(Yez( - y(ze) (Ye z7j - Y7jze) 
--
z7j J-1 0 -(x7jZ( - x(Z7j) (xe z( - x(ze) -(xez7j - x7jZe) 
z( 0 (x7jy( - X(y7j) -(xeY( - x(ye) (xeY7j - x7jye) 
A - -[XT(y7jZ( - Y(Z7j) - YT(X7jZ( - x(z7j) + ZT(X7jY( - x(y7j)] 
B - [XT(YeZ( - y(ze) - YT(Xe Z( - x(ze) + ZT(XeY( - x(ye)] 
C - -[XT(YeZ7j - Y7jze) - YT(Xe Z7j - X7j Ze) + ZT(XeY7j - X7jye)] 
Equating terms yields 
~x = J(Y7jz( - y(z7j) 
~y - J(x(Z7j - X7jzd 
~z - J(x7jY( - x(Y7j) 
~t - -XT~X - YT~Y - ZT~Z 
7Jx - J(y(ze - Yezd 
7Jy - J(xe z( - x(ze) 
7Jz - J(x(Ye - xeyd 
7Jt - -XT7JX - YT7Jy - ZT7JZ 
(x - J(Ye z7j - y7jze) 
(y 
- J(X7jze, - xe,z7j) 
(z - J(xey7j - X7jYe) 
(t - -xT(x - YT(y - ZT(Z 
where the Jacobian is given as 
or 
(5.55) 
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Metric Relations 
The following metric relationships are determined from Eqn. 5.53: 
et + xrex + Yrey + zrez - 0 
"1t + Xr"1x + Yr"1y + Zr"1z - 0 
(t + x-r(x + Y-r(y + z-r(z - 0 
xeex + Ye~y + ze~z - 1 
xe"1x +Ye"1y +ze"1z - 0 
xe(x + Ye(y + ze(z 0 
xT'J~x + YT'Jey + zl1ez 0 
Xl1TJx + Yl1TJy + Zl1TJz - 1 
x l1 (x + Yl1(y + Zl1(z - 0 
x,ex + y,ey + zcez 0 
x,TJx + Y<"1y + z<TJz - 0 
x'(x + y,(y + z,(z 1 
This system of identities can be rewritten by letting 
then 
6 + r-r' \7~ = 0 "It + f"-r . \7"1 = 0 (t + f"-r . \7( = 0 
r{ . \7~ = 1 r{ . \7"1 = 0 re . \7( = 0 
~. \7~ = 0 ~ . \7"1 = 1 ~. \7( = 0 
f( . \7~ = 0 f(·\7TJ=O f( . \7( = 1 
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APPENDIX 4: GRID SPACING REQUIREMENTS 
Background 
The accurate computation of skin friction values requires the computational domain 
to be discretized in a specific manner in the direction normal to the wall. Assume that 
the normal point of interest will correspond to a y+ value of 1.0 at 0.1 L, where L is a 
specified reference length. A maximum cell stretching ratio of 1.3 in the normal direction 
is suggested. 
The spacing for the first grid point off the wall depends on the following: 
1. the flight condition, (Reynolds number) 
2. the grid geometric characteristics, (stretching, spacing, and smoothing) 
3. the local flow variables, (temperature and density, i.e., influenced by shocks and 
accelerations) 
A thinner boundary-layer develops in accelerated flow regions. Here, for a given 
wall spacing, the first grid point is further out in the boundary layer region, resulting in 
greater y+ values. Similarly at the nose (or leading edge), an infinitely thin boundary 
layer exists, leading to y+ peaks because the first grid points are in the outer boundary 
layer region. 
Computed flow quantities can be used to verify the result that follows. 
Derivation 
The classic definition of y+ is taken from Anderson et a1.20 
y{f;i 
+ VP;; y = 
Vw 
(5.56) 
where 
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y+ nondimensional "surface normal" distance 
y "surface normal" distance 
T w shear stress at the wall 
pw density at the wall 
IIw kinematic viscosity at the wall 
Making use of the fact that IIw = Jlw/ Pw, Eqn. 5.56 becomes 
YPw/bd + Pw y = 
Jlw 
Simplifying Eqn. 5.57, we obtain 
or 
+ YVITwlPw 
Y = Jlw 
The definition of local skin friction coefficient is obtained from White21 
C _ 2Tw 
f - Poouoo2 
where 
poo freest ream density 
U oo freest ream streamwise velocity 
C f local skin friction coefficient 
Substituting Eqn. 5.60 into Eqn. 5.58 results in 
+ 
YV!Poouoo2lCflpw 
Y = 
Jlw 
(5.57) 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
(5.60) 
(5.61 ) 
The following substitutions will be made for dimensional terms on the right-hand 
side of Eqn. 5.61: 
Y = y*L, * Jlw = JlwJloo (5.62) 
Then 
(5.63) 
Rearranging terms gives 
y+ = y" 
which is equivalent to 
where 
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~poo 2Uoo 2 L 2 1Cf lp:;' 
Jloo 2 (p:;J2 (5.64) 
(5.65) 
Re = PoouooL (.5.66) 
Jloo 
Recall White and Christoph's Method of Inner Variables, described in Chapter 3. 
White noted that the function G('\) given by Eqn. 3.16 is well approximated by an 
exponential curve fit 
G('\) ~ 8.0e°.48'\ (5.67) 
in its practical range of 20 < ,\ < 40. 
An explicit flat plate skin friction relationship is obtained by using Eqn. 5.67 in 
Eqn. 3.2, integrating, and rearranging 
C '" 0.455 f '" 2 In 0.06Rex 
(5.68) 
This explicit formula is accurate to ±2 percent over the entire turbulent range, and may 
be used in Eqn. 5.65 (instead of Eqn. 3.17). 
Substituting Eqn. 5.68 into Eqn. 5.65, and dropping absolute value signs yields 
(5.69) 
Rearranging, we obtain 
(5.70) 
It's clear that y is a function of y+, Jl':o, P':o, L, Re, and Rex. Thus the normal distance from 
the wall, y, corresponding to a particular x-location can be determined if the following 
values are specified: 
1. the y+ value for the first normal grid point off the wall 
2. the corresponding reference length 
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3. the flight condition 
where J-l:U and p:U are given by one of three methods: 
1. Assume p:U :::::: 0.9 -+ 1.0 and J-l:U = 1.0 for Tw = Too from Sutherland's Law21 
3 
.!!:.... :::::: (!.) 2" To + S 
J-lo To T + S 
(5.71) 
where S = 199 oR for air and To and J-lo are reference values. 
2. Compute P:U from an existing computational solution and use Tw in Sutherland's 
Law to compute J-l:U. (This assumes a solution exists for some initial grid spacing.) 
3. Use P:U and J-l:U as in option (2) above, but use 
Tw = J-lw (:u) 
y y=O 
(5.72) 
instead of Eqn. 5.60 in Eqn. 5.58. Carrying out the nondimensionalization on the 
resulting equation yields 
y = Y J-lw PwJ-lway; + * L [ * * aU*j-t 
Re ReM (5.73) 
Note that the ~;: term must be evaluated from an existing solution. 
Initial body-normal grid point spacing requirements for a given Reynolds number or 
downstream location can be visualized by plotting Eqn. 5.70. Assuming that y+ = 1.0 at 
O.lL, Figure 5.1 illustrates the relationship between the physical location of the first grid 
point normal to the body and the Reynolds number. Clearly, as the Reynolds number 
increases, the initial grid point spacing must decrease to resolve the sublayer flow in the 
thinner boundary layer. The relationship between the physical location of the first grid 
point normal to the body and the distance downstream of the leading edge is shown in 
Figure 5.2, assuming Re = 1.0x106 and y+ = 1.0. It's evident that the initial grid point 
spacing is smallest near the leading edge. As the boundary layer thickens downstream, 
the initial grid point spacing increases. 
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Figure 5.1: Grid spacing behavior (x = O.lL, y+ = 1.0, J.L":u = 1.0, P":u = 1.0) 
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Figure 5.2: Grid spacing behavior (Re = 1.0xl06 , y+ = 1.0, J.L":u = 1.0, P:' = 1.0) 
